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(CONTINUED)  

PROJECT 

1 INT/EXT. VARIOUS-NIGHT/DAY 1 

The screen is black as we hear a lute being tuned. CÆNA 
clears his throat and hums along as he continues to tune; 
the opening credits fade in and out. 

 
An animated illuminated text appears, showing a small 
village, FEYREN. Drawn people are bustling around the 
village. 

 
CÆNA 

An era of peace will be shattered 
by plight 

 
Half a century’s progress ravaged 
by savage might 

 
Dark wings shall soar and block 
out the sun 

 
But a robin’s sweet song will cut 
through the night 

 
A shadow comes over the village, with the loud roar of a 
dragon sending the villagers to their homes as a group of 
dragons descend upon it. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) 

Our fathers did battle and defeat 
the dragon horde 

 
Sealed the beasts to bleak 
caverns with a magical ward 

 
But, come autumn’s red leaves, 
the barrier falls 

 
And leaves us victim to wyrm’s 
teeth, sharper than swords 

 
An illustration of a group of mages fighting back and 
forcing the dragons to a series of caves. One in a green 
cloak waves his arms, and a magical shield closes the 
dragons in. 

 
The leaves on the edges of the page change, fall, and 
bloom. The dragon’s roar in triumph as one leaf changes 
from green to red, but a shadowy figure walks up to them, 
raising a lute. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) 

But a song pierces the darkness, 
a hope for us all 

 
Spring’s robin shall save us from 
destruction’s dark thrall. 



(CONTINUED) 

CONTINUED: 2. 
 

 

 

 
Born from the least of us, a 
gentle hero will rise 

 
So springs forth the BARD-?! 

A string breaks. 

2 INT. TOWN MEETING HALL - DAY. 2 

The Meeting hall is a roomy, wooden building-fairly plain 
with large windows, a few unlit torches on the walls, rows 
of simple benches and a small platform at the very front. 
Cæna [24; unassuming, a little rumpled, generally anxious] 
looks up from his parchment in horror. He looks down at 
the parchment again, then back up to the VILLAGE ELDERS-a 
group of five old men (TEDRAN, EDGARD, ALDEN, DURWYN, 
SELWYN) who run Feyren. 

 
CÆNA 

Wait...what? What? 

The elders’ leader, TEDRAN [70; grizzled, generally 
fatherly to the townsfolk, commanding], holds up his hands 
with a little shake as he gives Cæna a wide grin. 

 
TEDRAN 

Surprise! 

Cæna stares at him, speechless. He lets out a few wheezy 
breaths, clearly trying to make sense of this. A few 
strangled noises escape him as he tries to speak. He 
finally pauses, takes a breath, then looks up at Tedran. 

 

 
No. 

CÆNA 
 

TEDRAN 
What do you mean, "no"? 

CÆNA 
(tightly) 

Do I really need to spell out 
what this particular "no" means? 

 
Tedran sighs, walking over to take a seat beside Cæna, 
taking the scroll laid out in front of him. 

 
TEDRAN 

I know this is kind 
of...overwhelming- 

CÆNA 
Really? Kind of overwhelming? 

TEDRAN 
But it’s not like we can just put 
up a notice! Anyway, bards and 

(MORE) 



(CONTINUED) 

CONTINUED: 3. 
 

 

 

 
TEDRAN (cont’d) 

prophesy-telling go hand in hand. 
It shouldn’t be that difficult. 

 
CÆNA 

That is not the part I’m worried 
about. 

Tedran sighs. 

TEDRAN 
Look, Cæna, I wouldn’t believe it 
either, but the proof is right 
here. 

He moves the parchment aside. 
 
TEDRAN (cont’d)  

Look, I was there when the ward 
was put up. I heard the spells, 
and I know for a fact that when 
autumn comes, that ward’s coming 
down. 

 

CÆNA 
Autumn comes in three days! 

TEDRAN 
So it’s lucky we found this 
prophesy, isn’t it? And I think 
it’s very clear that Feyren’s 
bard is the one to do it. 

CÆNA 
It’s really not! It could...it 
could be any bard! It talks more 
about robins than bards, maybe 
it’s literal! 

TEDRAN 
Cæna. Feyren is the oldest 
village in Ostery. You’re the 
only bard in Feyren. Ergo, it 
must be you. 

 
Cæna stares at him, then looks to the other elders for 
help. They all casually look in any direction but him. He 
slumps defeatedly with a groan. 

 
TEDRAN (cont’d) 

(hopefully) 
Is that an "I’ll do it"? 

CÆNA 
Where the hell would you get that 
idea? 



(CONTINUED) 

CONTINUED: 4. 
 

 

 
Tedran looks at him for a moment, then chuckles and claps 
a hand on Cæna’s shoulder. 

 
TEDRAN 

You’ve got a good sense of humor, 
Cæna. So it’s settled. You’ll 
sing our announcement out, and 
then it’s off to kill the dragon 
with you! 

CÆNA 
But I didn’t even--! 

TEDRAN 
It’s a great honor! We’ll all be 
proud! 

 
He gets up and beckons for the other elders to follow him 
out. Cæna stares after them, then back down at the scroll. 
He rubs his face before slumping in his seat. He looks up 
hopelessly at the ceiling. 

 
CÆNA 

But I’m a BARD! 

TITLE CARD: TROUBADOUR 

3 EXT. FEYREN - EVENING. 3 

The little village of Feyren is a small, slightly grubby 
hamlet full of thatched roof cottages, livestock, and 
peasants, and at the moment, it’s bustling with 
excitement. The VILLAGE SQUARE is bedecked with lanterns 
and streamers for the upcoming party; all around, pigs are 
roasting, children are frolicking, and everyone is in a 
great mood. Except for Cæna. He makes his way through the 
square, obviously on-edge and not nearly as jovial as the 
villagers around him. He is stopped by a large, tipsy MAN 
slinging an arm around him. 

 
MAN 1 

Cænaaaa, you are the man right 
now! 

Cæna shifts away with an awkward smile. 

CÆNA 
Heh...sure, okay, thanks. Listen, 
I... 

An OLD WOMAN pops up on his side, clasping his arm. 

OLD WOMAN 
You are so brave, young man. 

Cæna pulls his arm away, even more uncomfortable, and 
backs away from the two of them. 



(CONTINUED) 

CONTINUED: 5. 
 

 

 
 

CÆNA 
(tightly) 

That is...very sweet of you to 
say! But I really need to go 
speak with... 

 
He backs into BORDEN, the mead vendor, who shoves a 
sloshing mug of mead to Cæna before holding up another. 

 
BORDEN 

To our Dragon Slayer! 

All the nearby villagers give a cheer. Cæna stands tensely 
as he gets pats on the back from various people, looking 
as if he’s going to be sick. He quickly shoves the mug 
into MAN 1’s hands. 

 
CÆNA 

I-I need to go see Tedran! 

The villagers give another cheer as Cæna bolts away. 

4 EXT. FEYREN - EVENING. 4 

In a quieter section of the square, he nearly runs into 
ANNIS [55; the town scribe, a little stout, motherly], who 
looks at him warmly, with a knowing smile. Cæna lets out a 
breath, relaxing but not cheering up. 

 
ANNIS 

Running away from your party? 

CÆNA 
No...yes? I just...I need to see 
Tedran. I...Annis, I... 

ANNIS 
I understand. 

CÆNA 
(hesitantly) 

You...do? 
 

ANNIS 
You’ve never liked parties. I 
remember when you would hide 
behind your mom’s skirt when 
anyone besides me would come 
over. 

Cæna looks away, then takes a deep breath. 

CÆNA 
Annis, I...look, if there’s 
anyone I should tell... 

 
He’s stopped by a hand on his arm. He looks up. Annis 
gives him a small smile. 



(CONTINUED) 
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ANNIS 
You’re scared. I understand. But 
your mother would be so proud of 
you. I know she would. 

 
Cæna looks at her for a long moment, then lets out a quick 
breath. 

 

CÆNA 
Okay, yeah, I am scared, but 
there’s something more impor- 

 
He’s cut off by a loud bell ringing five times, sounding 
the hour. 

 

ANNIS 
Oh, goodness me, is that the 
time? I need to get some 
parchment and ink; can’t let this 
part of history go unwritten! 

 
She pats Cæna’s arm with a warm smile before bustling off. 
Cæna stares after her, then rubs his face anxiously. 

 

CÆNA 
Tedran...Tedran will know what to 
do. 

 
 
 
 

[CUT TO:] 
 

5 INT. TEDRAN’S HOUSE - EVENING. 5 

Tedran sits in a well-furnished yet crudely-built medieval 
living room, studying the parchment with the prophesy. A 
small pot of broth sits on the fire, bubbling quietly. The 
peaceful scene, however, is ruined by the door swinging 
open. 

 
TEDRAN 

(irritatedly) 
Doesn’t anyone in this village 
know to kno- 

 
He stops himself as he sees Cæna-eyes wide and face 
pale-standing stiffly in the doorway. 

 
TEDRAN (cont’d) 

Oh, well, I suppose 
dragon-slayers don’t need to 
knock. 

 
He gets himself up out of the seat, and Cæna walks into 
the house. He opens his mouth a few times to speak, but 
nothing comes out. Tedran watches him curiously, then pats 
his arm with a chuckle before going to the pot. He takes a 
ladle and gives it a stir before dishing some of the hot 
broth into a bowl. 



(CONTINUED) 

CONTINUED: 7. 
 

 

 
 

TEDRAN (cont’d) 
Here, this’ll ease you up. Not as 
good as Borden’s mead, but you’ll 
be having plenty of that tonight. 

 
He hands the bowl off to Cæna, who stares at it mutely 
before looking up Tedran. Tedran motions for him to drink. 
Cæna takes a long, shaky sip, then immediately launches 
into frantic explanation. 

 
CÆNA 

(quickly) 
Okay so in my experience I’ve 
found that prophesies like this 
aren’t always literal and that 
really maybe I shouldn’t actually 
go out because maybe it’s a 
figurative dragon we’re fighting 
like the dragon of our self-doubt 
or the dragon of greed and I 
really think that I’m much better 
suited for metaphorical dragons 
and that this real dragon 
business is something we should 
look at a different time if you 
want any sources about prophesies 
with figurative dragons I can 
pull up three different songs 
like the Ballad of Putman for 
example he goes out to fight a 
dragon but really the dragon he 
slays is his own selfishne- 

TEDRAN 
Woah, woah there, son. Take 
another drink. 

 
Cæna does so, and Tedran steps up to him, setting his 
hands on his shoulders as he smiles kindly at him. 

 
TEDRAN (cont’d) 

You’re scared. 
 

CÆNA 
Scared is probably the 
understatement of the year. 

 
Tedran chuckles, then shakes his head as he guides Cæna 
over to the window. 

 

TEDRAN 
Look, you and I both know that 
prophesies can get murky. There’s 
a lot of...symbolism and whatnot. 
But look outside. 

 
Through the window, the villagers are continuing to 
celebrate. 



(CONTINUED) 

CONTINUED: 8. 
 

 

 
 

TEDRAN (O.S.) 
They don’t know that. They just 
see hope. And you know as well as 
I do that they haven’t seen that 
in a long, long time. 

 
Tedran looks up at Cæna with a smile as Cæna grips his 
bowl tightly. His face twists, and he shakes his head. 

 
CÆNA 

But I can’t fight a dragon, 
Tedran. I literally can’t! 

TEDRAN 
You don’t know that. Cæna, I’ve 
been around for a long time, and 
I’ve seen people, people like 
you, do amazing things under this 
kind of pressure. Sure, you’ve 
had it easy with the Institute 
and...well, you haven’t exactly 
thrived since being back here... 

 

Cæna grimaces. 

TEDRAN (cont’d) 
...but just think. You could be 
this village’s hero. You just 
have to try. 

CÆNA 

I... 

Tedran chuckles and shakes his head. 

TEDRAN 
Here, I know what you need. 

He makes his way over to an ornately carved wooden 
wardrobe, opening it up. He rustles in it for a few 
moments, then pulls out a long, GREEN CLOAK. He brings it 
over to Cæna, who looks at it in confusion before shaking 
his head. 

 
CÆNA 

Okay, really, Tedran, clothing 
isn’t the issue. 

Tedran chuckles, then looks at the cloak fondly. 

TEDRAN 
I know it doesn’t look like much, 
but this cloak belonged to a 
young man remarkably like you. He 
was nervous, too, and felt like 
he’d taken far too much on his 
plate. And yet... 



(CONTINUED) 
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Tedran winks. 

TEDRAN (cont’d) 
He founded Feyren. 

Cæna’s initial confusion melts into gaping surprise. 

CÆNA 
This is... 

TEDRAN 
Yes, it’s the cloak I brought 
with me when I helped established 
Feyren. I was so frightened, but 
I pushed through, and you see 
where we are now. 

He drapes the cloak over Cæna’s shoulders. 

TEDRAN (cont’d) 
Now, I don’t like being thought 
of as superstitious, but I get 
the feeling this old cloak may 
just bring you some luck. 

Cæna lightly touches the fabric, then shakes his head. 

CÆNA 
Tedran, I can’t. I-I mean... 

He stops as Tedran puts a hand on his shoulder, smiling 
warmly. 

 

TEDRAN 
It’s a gift. From one 
history-maker to another. 

 
Cæna blinks at the encouragement, and he gives a small 
smile. Tedran raises his eyebrows. 

 
TEDRAN (cont’d) 

So, Dragonslayer? What do you 
say? 

 
Cæna lets out a breath, then looks out the window 
resolutely. 

 
CÆNA 

I...I think I’m ready for this. 

6 EXT. FOREST EDGE - MORNING 6 

Cæna stares straight at the forest, completely mortified. 

CÆNA 
(quietly) 

Oh my god, I’m so not ready for 
this. 



CONTINUED: 10. 
 

 

 

 
He’s now dressed for a proper quest: a small bag over his 
shoulder, Tedran’s cloak wrapped around him, and his LUTE 
slung on his back. He turns and looks behind him. The 
entire village is behind him, ready to see him off on his 
grand quest. He stands in silence, staring at them. They 
stare back, expectantly. 

 
Beat. 

Finally, he turns back to the forest, earning a cheer from 
the crowd. He glances over his shoulder. Tedran, at the 
front of the group, motions for him to step forward. 

 
Beat. 

Cæna frowns, but swallows and takes one step forward. The 
crowd cheers, then stops when he doesn’t move. He takes 
another step, the crowd cheers. 

 
Beat. 

Another, and the crowd cheers again. He glances back 
curiously and starts to move his foot forward. The crowd 
starts to cheer, but abruptly stop as he puts his foot 
back where it was. He does this a few more times, with the 
same result. 

 
Finally, Tedran steps forward and gives Cæna a little 
shove, sending him walking. The crowd cheers. 

 
TEDRAN 

Good luck, Cæna! We all have the 
utmost faith in you! 

BORDEN 
Goodbye! Good luck! 

OLD WOMAN 
You’re our hero! 

DURWYN 
You’ll make us proud! 

They all wave as Cæna makes his way into the woods. Once 
he passes out of sight, the group disperses. Close-up to 
Tedran, whose smile drops as he turns to Selwyn. 

 
TEDRAN 

Now, time for part two of this 
prophesy. 



11. 
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7 EXT. FOREST - DAY. 7 

The forest is a prime questing forest; a path has been 
carved through, and a picturesque canopy of green leaves 
nearly blocks out the still-rising sun. The low hum of 
animal life and bird chirps fills the air, and it is 
peaceful. Cæna, however, is anything but calm. He’s 
attempting to sing to lift his spirits. It’s not working. 

 
CÆNA 

Walking through the forest 

Because some old guys sent me on 
a quest 

 
There’s a dragon up ahead 

And it’s going to kill me dead 

I’m gonna die 

I’m gonna die 

Can’t scream, can’t even cry 

Why should I even try? 

Because I’m just gonna fu-- 

He’s cut off as a hooded figure, EDRYS [19; very short, 
vicious, blunt to a fault] jumps down from the trees, and 
he lets out a little scream of fright as she draws a 
sword. 

 
EDRYS 

Your money or your life! 

CÆNA 
(frantically) 

I have no money. I’m a bard. I 
don’t get paid. 

Edrys tilts her head and jabs her sword forward. 

EDRYS 
Are you sure? Because it sure 
looks like you have a lot 
of...lute. 

Cæna doesn’t notice the joke. 

CÆNA 
I am absolutely dead serious. 
I’ve got nothing, I just... 

 
He stops as the sword moves from his neck to the lute he’s 
still holding. 
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EDRYS 

I said it looks like you have a 
lot of lute. 

She jabs the sword toward it for emphasis. 

CÆNA 
What. 

Edrys pulls her sword back and shrugs 

EDRYS 
Get it? Because...look, it’s 
funny because it sounds... 

CÆNA 
(flatly) 

No, no, I get that part. 

EDRYS 
It’s hilarious! 

CÆNA 
You are threatening to murder me. 

Edrys huffs and tosses back her hood, revealing her face 
as she rolls her eyes 

 
EDRYS 

I wasn’t really going to kill 
you, god. That’s just what I say. 

She sticks her sword into the ground and leans on it. 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
Buuut...I do need tribute before 
you can go through my forest. 

 
Cæna lowers his hands, staring hard at her. 

CÆNA 
I...I am like 90% sure that this 
isn’t your forest. 

Edrys puffs out her cheeks, then leans forward. 

EDRYS 
(sweetly)  

Who has the sword? 

CÆNA 
What?  

EDRYS 
(much less sweetly) 

Who has the sword? 



(CONTINUED) 
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CÆNA 
I...I really d- 

He’s cut off as the sword is once again pointed at him. 

EDRYS 
Me. I have the sword. This is my 
forest. 

 

CÆNA 
(exasperated) 

Oh my god. 

He looks around impatiently, then yanks his lute from over 
his head huffily. He shoves it toward Edrys. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) 

You know what? Fine! Take my 
lute! It’s all I’ve got aside 
from this totally awesome 
prophesy that’ll get me killed! 
Hell, maybe you can take care of 
that instead! 

Edrys stares as rage clearly begins to emanate from Cæna 

EDRYS 
I’m...feeling a little bit of 
stress from you, buddy. 

CÆNA 
STRESS? Oh, wow, how could I be 
stressed? Fighting a dragon 
should be a piece of cake, right? 

 
Edrys goes stock-still in the background as Cæna 
continues. 

 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
Sure, let’s just send the bard to 
go slay the dragon. That’s a 
great prophesy! Good one, 
"ancient writers"! 

EDRYS 
Did you say dragon? 

CÆNA 
I mean, yeah, we couldn’t call in 
any soldiers or any other help... 

EDRYS 
Did you say dragon? 

CÆNA 
No, we’re too good for that! We 
have a prophesy! That’s 
really... 
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EDRYS 

DID YOU OR DID YOU NOT SAY 
DRAGON? 

 
Cæna jumps at Edrys’ shout, and his brow furrows as he 
stares at her. She, meanwhile, is looking at him with 
starry eyes. 

 

CÆNA 
Er...yes. 

 

EDRYS 
Oh my god! 

 

She lets out a girlish squeal and claps her hands together 
excitedly. 

 
EDRYS (cont’d) 

A dragon! God, I’ve always wanted 
to fight one! 

Cæna gives a little scoff. 

CÆNA 
Well, what a pity you didn’t get 
a prophesy. 

 
He shakes his head and starts to move forward. Edrys pulls 
her sword from the ground and holds in front of him, 
blocking his path. 

 

EDRYS 
Ah, ah. Tribute, remember? 

CÆNA 
I told you. I don’t have any 
money. 

 

EDRYS 
Well, then, we’re gonna have to 
work something out. I don’t let 
people into my forest 
willy-nilly. 

Cæna huffs and paces for a moment; Edrys examines her 
fingernails as she waits. Cæna stops, then looks up at her 
with a smile. 

 

CÆNA 
So, you...like dragons? 

EDRYS 
(flatly) 

Hitting on me doesn’t count as 
tribute. 
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CÆNA 
No, no, but...well, I was 
thinking. There’s a lot of honor 
and glory coming from slaying a 
dragon. I mean, I’ll probably 
have songs written about me, not 
to mention the heaps of money. 

 
Edrys is trying very hard to look disinterested. It’s not 
working. 

 

CÆNA (cont’d)  
But...you know, I’m not a fan of 
any of that fuss. And I can’t 
slay a dragon; I’ve never held a 
sword in my life. So...maybe, 
instead of standing here forever, 
we could both go to the caverns. 
And...well, if you end up slaying 
the dragon before I can get to 
it, I guess all that glory would 
just have to go to you. 

 
Edrys’ eyes light up. Cæna shakes his head. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
But, I mean, you’re probably 
really busy with all of this 
robbery stuff. Guess I’ll just 
have to turn back. 

EDRYS 
Wait. 

Cæna, already turned back toward the village, glances over 
his shoulder, eyebrows raised. 

 
EDRYS (cont’d) 

I’ll let you through. 
 

CÆNA 
That sure is nice of you. 

He takes a step forward, but her sword is once again at 
his throat. 

 

EDRYS 
But I get to slay the dragon. 

CÆNA 
Are you sure? I mean, it’ll be a 
long journey. 

EDRYS 
It’s two days to the caverns if 
we’re quick. I know a lot of 
shortcuts. 
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CÆNA 

Well...if you really insist, I 
guess it’s the only way I get to 
fulfill this prophesy. 

 
Edrys lets out a girlish squeal and bounces in place, 
sword still drawn. Cæna dodges the blade, and Edrys swings 
her arm up to sling it around his shoulders with a grin. 

 
EDRYS 

You stick with me, bard. We’ll be 
unstoppable. 

8 EXT. FOREST - DAY. 8 

Cæna and Edrys are walking through a quieter area of the 
woods. Edrys balances on a fallen tree, while Cæna plucks 
at his lute strings. 

 
EDRYS 

So what are you called back home, 
Bardo? 

CÆNA 
Please don’t ever call me Bardo 
again. 

EDRYS 
Well, I wouldn’t have to if you 
told me your name, Bardo. 

Cæna rolls his eyes. 

CÆNA 
It’s Cæna. That’s my name. 

EDRYS 
What, that’s it? 

 

 
Uh...yeah? 

CÆNA 
 

EDRYS 
Not, like, Cæna the Dragon-slayer 
or Cæna the Musically-Inclined or 
anything? 

 

 
No. 

CÆNA 
 

EDRYS 
Wow. You’re probably the most 
boring dragon-slayer ever. You 
don’t even have a lame title. 

Cæna looks at her in disbelief, clearly insulted. 
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CÆNA 

No one actually has titles. 

EDRYS 
(smugly) 

I do. 

CÆNA 
All right, then what is 
it...bandit...o? 

 
Edrys gets up on a nearby stump. A wind picks up, blowing 
her hair behind her majestically as she stands proudly, 
hands on hips. 

 

EDRYS 
I am Edrys, Highwayman of the 
Southwest. 

 
Cæna stares at her, unimpressed, then starts walking 
again. 

 
CÆNA 

Okay, but that’s not a title. 
That’s just saying what you are. 

Edrys jumps down and follows after him. 

EDRYS 
Well, what do you think titles 
are, Bardo? 

CÆNA 
Stop calling me that! 

EDRYS 
Look, I’ve been around. Literally 
ALL titles are just saying what 
you are. That’s the point of a 
title! So everyone knows what you 
do and how you should be 
addressed. 

 

CÆNA 
All right, and how do you address 
the "Highwayman of the 
Southwest"? Anyway, shouldn’t it 
be highwayWOman? 

EDRYS 
Doesn’t flow as nicely. And you 
address me by giving me your 
money. 

 

CÆNA 
Oh my god. 
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EDRYS 

It’s effective! 

CÆNA 
Fine, Highwayman of the 
Southwest, whatever you say. 

EDRYS 
Someone’s sounding a little 
bitter. Maybe you could be Cæna 
the Sarcastic Jerk. 

CÆNA 
Shut up. 

EDRYS 
Cæna the Short-tempered Ass. 

CÆNA 
I just met you! 

EDRYS 
I’m good at snap judgements. 

9 INT. TEDRAN’S HOUSE- DAY. 9 

Tedran and the other four Elders are bent over his table, 
looking intently at a map. ELDER 2 pushes a crude little 
figure along it. 

 
EDGARD 

So, you see, if we take this 
route, we’ll be out in half the 
time of SELWYN’S suggestion. 

SELWYN 
And with infinitely more danger! 
Do you want to guide a bunch of 
idiot villagers through a forest? 

TEDRAN 
We don’t have time for fighting. 
We need a path now if we’re 
getting the village to Cynghyll 
by the day after tomorrow. 

ALDEN 
I still don’t see why Cynghyll is 
the best choice. Surely the 
capitol will investigate why a 
whole village has shown up? 

TEDRAN 
The capitol is the only place big 
enough to handle all of our 
villagers, and the only place 
with enough reinforcements to 

(MORE) 
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TEDRAN (cont’d) 

keep us safe. Now, provided our 
plan works- 

 
He trails off at a knock to the door. He and the other 
Elders turn to look as Annis pokes her head in. 

 
ANNIS 

Ooh, sorry, is this a bad time? 

Tedran puts on a stiff smile and leans back, he and the 
other elders casually trying to hide the map. 

 
TEDRAN 

Certainly not. What does our 
lovely village scribe need? 

Annis fiddles with her skirt. 

ANNIS 
Well...it’s this whole prophesy 
business. I mean, I know what it 
said, but...well, I’ve 
practically raised Cæna since his 
poor mother died. I’d hate for 
anything to happen to him. 

TEDRAN 
As we all would, Annis, as we all 
would. But he is our champion. 

ANNIS 
Yes, I know...but perhaps I could 
have a copy of the prophesy to 
look over? Just to make sure it 
does all line up; old documents 
aren’t always the most reliable. 

 
Tedran looks back at the other elders, who all nod. He 
smiles at Annis again. 

 
TEDRAN 

Of course. 

He moves aside to fetch the prophecy parchment. Annis 
walks over, then frowns down at the map. 

 
ANNIS 

This is a map of Ostery. 

She points to a red line. 

ANNIS (cont’d) 
What’s this? 
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SELWYN 

Oh, that’s just my route for the 
evacuation. 

ANNIS 
Evacuation? 

The elders all shush Selwyn, but the damage has been done. 
Annis looks up to Tedran. 

 
ANNIS (cont’d) 

What’s this about an evacuation? 
The prophesy said... 

TEDRAN 
Well...obviously, this is the 
second part. We only found this 
part today; it calls for a mass 
exodus from Feyren. 

ANNIS 
But aren’t we safe? I mean, 
Cæna’s going to slay the dragon; 
that’s what the first part says! 

TEDRAN 
Of course he is. But every good 
prophesy comes with a plan B. 

 
Annis opens her mouth to argue, but shuts it, instead 
eyeing the elders suspiciously, much to their discomfort. 
She folds her arms. 

 
ANNIS 

Well, then, I think I ought to 
take a look at that part, too. To 
make sure it’s preserved. 

TEDRAN 
Oh, no, I’m afraid the 
parchment’s in terrible 
condition. 

 

ANNIS 
I’m quite capable of being 
careful, Tedran. 

TEDRAN 
No, no. With my experience, I’m 
the only one who can handle it. 

ANNIS 
Let me see it. 

Tedran lets out a breath and narrows his eyes; all of his 
warmth evaporates. 
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TEDRAN 

You should know better than to 
argue with me, Annis. I don’t 
care if you’re the village 
scribe. I say you can’t see it, 
so you cannot. 

Annis steps back, shocked. Tedran puts on a grim smile. 

TEDRAN (cont’d) 
(coldly polite) 

We’ll make the announcement of 
the exodus tonight. I expect 
you’ll be there to record it. 

 
Annis looks at him for a moment, then nods stiffly and 
exits the cottage. She glances back at the door with a 
resolute look on her face. 

10 EXT. FOREST - DAY. 10 

The sun is now high above the trees; Edrys is still 
marching along, but Cæna is obviously fatigued. He leans 
against a tree with a groan. 

 
CÆNA 

Can we stop? Like, just for a 
little bit? It’s been hours. 

EDRYS 
Nope. I told you, it’ll be two 
days if we’re quick, and we need 
to be quick. 

Cæna groans and plunks himself down on the ground. 

CÆNA 
Fine, you go. Have fun. I’m gonna 
just...just stay here for a bit. 

Edrys stops and turns to look at him. 

EDRYS 
Are you serious? 

CÆNA 
Absolutely. 

EDRYS 
It’s your prophesy! Isn’t there 
some...I don’t know...mystic 
energy calling you to your 
quest? 

 
Cæna starts to roll his eyes, then stops, a faraway 
expression in his eyes. Slowly, he gets to his feet. 
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CÆNA 

(wondrously)  
I...actually, I think there is. 
I...I feel something pulling 
me... 

Edrys follows him eagerly as he walks forward. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
Yes, I’m being guided to...to... 

He stops and throws himself down onto a stump. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
A better seat. 

 
Edrys tugs at her hair and lets out a rage-filled grunt. 

EDRYS 
I hate you! 

Cæna settles back comfortably in his seat with a smirk, 
setting his lute on his lap to pluck at it. Edrys paces. 

 
EDRYS (cont’d) 

You told me that dragon will be 
leaving in two days! We could 
miss it completely, and then I’d 
never get to see a dragon, and 
that’s not what I signed up for. 
I signed up to kill a goddamn 
dragon! 

 
Edrys’ voice grows muffled as he ignores her and starts to 
play. He starts to relax...just in time to have a heap of 
glitter fall on his face. He gets up with a cry. 

 
CÆNA 

Oh my god, oh my god, oh my god! 

EDRYS 
And let me tell you-wait, oh my 
god, what happened? 

 
Cæna holds up his arms. GLITTER covers his whole upper 
body. Edrys hisses. 

 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
No...Oh, no no no, we’re not 
dealing with this today. We need 
to go. 

 
CÆNA 

But what is this? 
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EDRYS 

It doesn’t matter, just don’t 
look up! 

CÆNA 
Don’t look... 

Naturally, he looks up. In the trees above, a man with a 
long white beard and bright purple robes-the WIZARD OF THE 
SOUTH [50; a bad Merlin knock-off]-is hanging on to a tree 
branch. He cackles as Edrys groans. 

 
EDRYS 

Goddammit, what did I just tell 
you not to do? 

WIZARD 
Well, it would appear that two 
unsuspecting wanderers have found 
their way to my domain! What a 
shame they were uninvited... 

 
He jumps down from the tree-glitter flies from his sleeves 
as he regains his balance. He then stands up as menacingly 
as possible. 

 

WIZARD (cont’d) 
And trespassers must die! 

 
Cæna jumps back in fright, while Edrys merely groans 
again, throwing her head back. 

 
EDRYS 

Oh my god, this is the wooooorst. 

She finally huffs and draws her sword. 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
Look, just give me five minutes 
and we’ll be able to get through. 

The Wizard shrinks back. 

WIZARD 
Er, wait! Wait! I...I believe I 
may be able to help you! You 
are...on a quest. To find a...a 
dragon. 

Cæna puts an arm out to stop Edrys, his eyes wide. 

CÆNA 
(wondrously) 

How did you know that? 
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WIZARD 

I know many things, young.... 

He obviously glances at Cæna’s lute. 

WIZARD (cont’d) 
...music enthusiast. 

Cæna gasps in amazement. Edrys sends Cæna a disgusted 
look. 

 
EDRYS 

I said dragon three times while 
he was in that tree! He just 
eavesdropped! Look, I’m just 
gonna take care of this. 

 

CÆNA 
What?! 

 

He pulls her aside and leans in to whisper to her. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
You can’t kill a wizard, Edrys! 

EDRYS 
I can, and I will. Wizards aren’t 
even magic! 

CÆNA 
Edrys, that is murder and murder 
is bad. 

EDRYS 
Don’t you take the moral high 
road on this. 

CÆNA 
No, no, moral high-road is 
cutting some legal corners. Like 
trespassing or whatever. Not 
murdering someone is being a 
functioning human. 

EDRYS 
It wouldn’t even count as murder! 
It’s pest control. There are ten 
just like him in the woods, and 
they all just throw glitter and 
yell about hellbeasts. No one 
will notice there’s one less! 

 
In the background, the Wizard is looking nervous, and he 
clears his throat loudly to get Cæna and Edrys’ attention 
before posing menacingly. 
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WIZARD 

Young music enthusiast, I can 
help you! I’m familiar with the 
ways of dragons, and my healing 
powers are beyond mortal 
comprehension. 

Edrys rolls her eyes, but Cæna nods. 

CÆNA 
That could be useful. 

EDRYS 
What? Cæna, no- 

WIZARD 
Excellent, Cæna! Now, all you 
need to do is solve my 
riddle...if you solve it, I shall 
join your party and aid your 
quest. If not, then you shall be 
torn apart by my hellbeasts. 

Cæna sees that this is his time to shine. He stands tall. 

CÆNA 
I’m ready. 

EDRYS 
Oh my gooood... 

The Wizard throws his arms up, sending another shower of 
glitter into the air, and a mighty wind conveniently blows 
through the forest as he lifts his arms high. 

 
WIZARD 

(in a booming voice) 
What flies when it is born, 

Lies when it is alive, 

And runs when it is dead? 

Cæna blinks, then turns his back on the wizard and thinks 
hard over the question. He mumbles in the foreground of 
the shot. 

 

CÆNA 
"What flies when it’s born, lies 
when it’s alive, and runs when 
it’s dead?" Huh...lots of things 
lie when they’re alive. Squashes, 
they lie...do they run when you 
eat them? No...maybe it’s a toy 
of some sort...what runs when you 
don’t play with it? Hmmm... 
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As Cæna muses in the foreground, Edrys launches herself at 
the wizard in the background. Over his shoulder, we see 
her hack and slash as he throws more glitter at her. She 
stumbles as glitter gets in her eyes, but blindly resumes 
hacking with relish. 

 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
Well, rivers run...rivers come 
from mountains, would that be 
flying? WAIT, we get that water 
from snow! Snow flies in the air, 
then sits in piles, then runs 
into the river! Wizard! I have 
your ans-Holy shit, Edrys! 

 
He turns and is startled by the carnage-all but the 
wizard’s arm is off-screen-and the sight of Edrys covered 
in blood. She gives an awkward smile. 

 
EDRYS 

Heyyyy, you did it, Bardo! But, 
uh, looks like I took care of it 
faster. 

 

CÆNA 
You murdered him! You...you 
murdered him a lot! Just...ohh, 
my god, I’m gonna be sick. 

Edrys scoffs as she stabs her sword into the ground. 

EDRYS 
What, is this your first mangled 
corpse? 

 

CÆNA 
Yes. Because most people don’t 
murder others! God, Edrys, he 
could have helped us! 

He sinks onto a stump and covers his face. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
God, another failure. Of course. 
Perfect. 

Edrys shifts back and forth uncomfortably. 

EDRYS 
Well...if you want...I mean, like 
I said, there’s ten other wizards 
just like him in the forest. All 
wizards are pompous windbags, 
so... 
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No. 
CÆNA 

 

EDRYS 
Are you suuure? Because I really 
could- 

 

CÆNA 
(snaps) 

The moment is ruined, Edrys! It 
won’t be the same! 

Edrys huffs, then attempts to brush off her shirt. 

EDRYS 
Well sor-ry for trying to help 
us get through faster. 

CÆNA 
Ugh...you know what? Fine, you 
win, let’s keep moving. 

He kicks at the Wizard’s hand. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
I’d rather be tired than sitting 
next to a rotting wizard. 

EDRYS 
(cheerily) 

That’s the spirit! 

11 EXT. FOREST - DAY. 11 

Cæna marches along silently, staring straight ahead and 
still looking irritated. Edrys, meanwhile, is trying very 
hard to look chipper despite Cæna’s bad attitude and her 
blood-stained clothes. 

 
EDRYS 

...so that’s why you should 
always scream if you think you 
see someone hiding. They won’t 
strike if they know they’ve been 
seen. But remember, not a scared 
scream, an angry one. Little tip 
from your local bandit. 

 
She looks up at Cæna hopefully; he’s still staring ahead, 
grim-faced. She sighs. 

 
EDRYS (cont’d) 

Okay, I get it, you’re mad. 
 

Cæna doesn’t answer. 
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EDRYS (cont’d) 

Are you going to keep doing this? 
Because I’m not going to be your 
quest-mate if you’re gonna be 
like this. 

 
Cæna still doesn’t answer. Edrys throws herself back with 
a groan. 

 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
Cæna! This is stupid! It was one 
wizard. He wasn’t even a cool 
one! 

Cæna glares at her, then lets out an angry huff. 

CÆNA 
Maybe you could have asked me 
before you murdered the wizard? 

EDRYS 
What? Okay, first off, that would 
slow us down. Second, I know 
this forest and- 

CÆNA 
Sure, fine, whatever, you know 
best! Everyone else knows best! 
Obviously no one thinks they 
should ask me what I- 

 
He’s cut off as Edrys slams a hand out in front of him, 
slamming right into his sternum. He stops and starts 
coughing. 

 

EDRYS 
Oh my god, shut up. We’re...we’re 
here. 

CÆNA 
(wheezing) 

Dr-dragon? 
 

EDRYS 
What? Oh, no. 

CÆNA 
Wh- 

EDRYS 
Shhh!! We’re on sacred ground. 
We’re at...the Post. 

 
They look up to the Post-it’s hideous. It’s a run-down, 
abandoned castle filled with the light of torches and 
fires-some intentional, others not so much. Broken bottles 
and kegs litter the moat, and all sorts of rough and 
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tumble characters can be seen through the windows: sneaky 
thieves, brutish lugs, drunken warriors. One man falls out 
of a window and into the mud of what used to be a moat; he 
holds up his hand in a thumbs up. 

 
Cæna stares up in confusion as Edrys’ whole face lights 
up. 

 

CÆNA 
This...looks terrible. Ow! 

Edrys punches him in the arm, sending him a glare. 

EDRYS 
Be respectful, you ass! The Post 
is the biggest thieving community 
in all of Ostery, maybe all of 
Bealgren! Only the best of the 
best can get in! 

Cæna rubs his arm with a scowl. 

CÆNA 
Well, glad we got to see a 
landmark. Let’s keep going. 

EDRYS 
What?! 

CÆNA 
Let’s keep going. I have a dragon 
to slay, remember? A dragon you 
wanted to see so badly you 
unnecessarily murdered a wizard? 

EDRYS 
Excuse me, Bardo, but you don’t 
seem to understand what this 
means. This is the thieving 
capitol of Ostery. I am a thief. 
Ergo, I need to try and get in. 
An opportunity like this might 
never come back! 

CÆNA 
(impatiently) 

Edrys! Dragon! 

EDRYS 
Look, it’ll just take a minute, 
okay? I’ve prepared for this 
since I started living out here. 

CÆNA 
Edrys! 
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Edrys ignores him as she saunters up to The Post’s main 
opening. Inside, the sound of fighting, singing, and metal 
clanging leak out the front door. A burly man stands 
outside as a BOUNCER [35; strong and silent type], with 
several other thieves of various sizes lounging around 
him. 

 
Cæna hangs back for a moment, silently debating whether he 
should join her, then, with a deep breath and an eyeroll, 
follows after her. The bouncer spits, then looks down at 
Edrys, who grins. 

 

EDRYS 
(smoothly) 

Good day, sir. Word has come to 
my neck of the woods of your fine 
establishment, and I would like 
to join. 

 
The bouncer silently narrows his eyes at her. Edrys 
bounces slightly, glancing back at Cæna, who shrugs, then 
turns back to the bouncer and clears her throat. 

 
EDRYS (cont’d) 

You see, while I am fairly new to 
the highwayman business, I have 
been prolific in my trade. 

 
She pulls out a scroll of paper from her belt-her 
resumé-and lets it roll open. 

 
EDRYS (cont’d) 

I’ll let you look at your 
leisure. 

 
She smiles and rocks on her feet as the bouncer takes the 
paper. He lowers it with a scowl. 

 

CUT TO: 

12 EXT. FOREST - DAY. 12 

Edrys and Cæna are running back into the forest, 
screaming, as arrows, spears, and rocks are chucked after 
them. 

 
EDRYS 

I don’t get it! Every record of 
my work was there! 

CÆNA 
They can’t read! No one can read! 
That’s why I have a job! 
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13 EXT. FOREST - DAY. 13 

Cæna is catching his breath while Edrys angrily kicks a 
tree over and over. When she finally speaks, each word is 
accented with a hard kick. 

 
EDRYS 

This! Is! Bullshit! 

She gives the tree one last hard kick, then starts pacing 
like a caged tiger. Cæna lets out one last breath, then 
stands up straight. 

 

CÆNA 
Well, that was a shame. Let’s 
keep going. 

EDRYS 
(ignoring him) 

The Post needs proof of your work 
to enter. I’ve been keeping track 
of my thieving for a year, and 
this is the welcome I get? All 
because they can’t read? 

CÆNA 
(dryly) 

Well, maybe you were supposed to 
bring the heads of your victims. 

Edrys pulls at her hair with a groan. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
Look, it’s a shame, but let’s 
just go around and keep going, 
all right? 

 

EDRYS 
It’s the biggest outpost in 
Ostery. Going around would mean 
at least another day of travel. 

 
Cæna casts a worried look up at the leaves overhead, then 
huffs. 

 

CÆNA 
Well, there must be some way. Can 
we pay them? 

EDRYS 
(scoffs) 

With what money? I’ve got nothing 
on me. 

 

CÆNA 
You have no-you are a thief, 
Edrys! 
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EDRYS 

And my hideout is a day’s journey 
away! 

 

CÆNA 
Then just do your...your 
slashy-slash and kill them! I’m 
sure you could! 

Edrys groans. 
 

 
I can’t. 

EDRYS 
 

CÆNA 
(bitterly) 

Okay, that is a goddamn lie. You 
live for murder. 

EDRYS 
I do not. 

CÆNA 
You murdered a wizard. 

EDRYS 
I told you, there are ten wizards 
just like him, and they’re all 
fake. And anyway, even if the 
Post didn’t have hundreds of 
battle-ready thieves inside, 
it’s...it’s a symbol of thieving 
tradition! I can’t just waltz in 
and stab people; that’s like 
someone burning down your... 

She trails off, eyes wide and bright as an idea hits her. 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
...your bard school. 

CÆNA 
Well, actually, that wouldn’t... 

He stops as he notices Edrys staring at him. 
 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
Edrys...? 

 

She grins. Cæna takes a step away from her. 
 

 
No. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
 

EDRYS 
You don’t even know what I’m 
going to ask you. 
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CÆNA 
It’s going to be bad. Because 
you’re you. So no. 

Edrys sidles up to him; Cæna stiffens. 

EDRYS 
Just...one little song. About me. 
For the Post. 

CÆNA 
God, no! 

Edrys groans. 

 
 

 
EDRYS 

Come on, you’re a bard! You live 
for songs! 

 

CÆNA 
You are pigeonholing me and I 
don’t appreciate that. 

 
Edrys’ sword is abruptly at his neck. Cæna, at this point, 
is not impressed and pushes it away. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) 

Enough of this, Edrys. We need to 
start thinking of a way around. 

 
Edrys groans and tugs at her hair. She paces agitatedly 
before stopping next to him. She inhales sharply through 
her nose and clenches her hands into fists. 

 
EDRYS 

Look...I have...connections. 

CÆNA 
The answer isn’t ’more thieves’. 

EDRYS 
No...it’s with...rich people. 

CÆNA 
The ones you steal from? 

 

EDRYS 
No! 

 

She lets out a breath, still agitated and now 
uncomfortable. 

 
EDRYS (cont’d) 

So...it’s possible...that I could 
get you a position somewhere in 
Cynghyll as a household bard. 

 
Cæna stops tuning and looks at her with wide eyes. 
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CÆNA 

Cynghyll? The capitol? 

EDRYS 
Shhhh! Not so loud! But...I mean, 
think about it. A cushy job in 
the city doing what you love, all 
for one little song? It’s worth 
thinking over, right? 

Cæna’s anger slowly fades, and he’s left doubting. 

CÆNA 
I...I don’t know if I could do 
that. 

EDRYS 
Of course you can! Look at you! 
You carry that lute like a pro! 

CÆNA 
You haven’t even heard me play. 

EDRYS 
But I’m sure you’re still great. 

Cæna looks down at his lute for a long moment, then back 
up to Edrys, who gives him a hopeful smile, then sighs in 
defeat. 

14 EXT. THE POST - EVENING. 14 

The bouncer and his friends are still lounging in front of 
the Post’s entrance, now throwing bottles into the moat 
and cheering when it hits the guy who fell in. A lute riff 
is heard, and they look up. 

 
Cæna and Edrys stand in front of them. Edrys grins, and 
Cæna puts on the bravest face he can, then begins to play. 

 
CÆNA 

Are you looking for brave and 
cunning? 

 
Are you looking for a deadly 
blade? 

 
Well, have I got something 
stunning. 

 
Meticulous and self-made 

A highwayman, for modern thieves 

Sit back and listen to her feats 

The Great Edrys 
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She’s confident and able 

The stuff of fable 

And she freed all the horses from 
a bad stable. 

 
The bouncers aren’t impressed; Cæna sings louder. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
The Great Edrys 

Her numbers are astounding 

Her methods bear expounding. 

Fifty heists accomplished, but 
who’s counting? 

 
The bouncers’ expressions haven’t changed. Cæna breaks 
into a sweat, and Edrys pantomimes everything he sings in 
the next verse. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) 

She’s stole a carriage or two 

Picked a pocket or nine 

Sees every job through 

And finishes on time 

Fought ten men in one go 

Stole her weight in rare jewels 

Makes a stallion look slow 

Punched the face off a ghoul 

I could say so much more 

She has an excellent stance 

She’s kind to the poor 

And gives orphans a chance. 

I’ll keep it brief 

She doesn’t like to boast 

She’s a down-to-earth thief 

Please let her into the Post. 
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Cæna finishes off with another intense lute riff. He and 
Edrys, catching their breath, look up worriedly at the 
bouncer and his crew. They look at the two with stony 
faces, then burst into applause. Wordlessly, the bouncer 
ushers the two of them inside. Edrys gives Cæna a thumbs 
up, then bounces inside. Cæna hesitantly follows. 

15 INT. THE POST - EVENING. 15 

The Post is a den of pure adrenaline and machismo. Food is 
flying, thieves are headbutting each other before clashing 
mugs together, at least three friendly wrestling-matches 
are happening at the same time. 

 
Edrys walks through easily; she is in her element. 
Cæna...is not. He clutches his lute close to him like a 
security blanket as he delicately tries to follow Edrys 
without getting mead spilled on him. He glances around: a 
man and woman, both equally burly, are arm-wrestling each 
other, with the woman winning; a man swings from the 
second-floor landing via chandelier, only for it to break 
halfway across. 

 
Cæna bolts out of the way of the rain of flaming candles, 
only to accidentally bash his lute against a man’s head. 
The man, the ANCHOR [36; all muscles, very tall, not too 
bright], slowly gets to his feet. 

 
ANCHOR 

Did you...just...clock me, little 
man? 

 

CÆNA 
No, no, it was an accident! 

ANCHOR 
The Anchor doesn’t like newcomers 
getting into his personal space. 

 
Cæna backs up as much as he can, but is stopped by a wall 
of thieves. He lets out a little yelp as Anchor grabs his 
arm. Edrys, who had been chatting with a few nearby 
thieves as she munched on some bread, looks up in shock at 
the scene. She shoves her bread into the mouth of the man 
beside her before getting up and pushing her way to the 
scene. 

 

ANCHOR (cont’d) 
Let’s see how you like your space 
violated! 

 
Cæna shuts his eyes and cringes, waiting for the punch to 
hit. 

 

EDRYS 
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HEY! 

The crowd’s attention turns to her. Cæna peeks open an 
eye, and the Anchor look over as she strides up to him. 
She glares up at him. 

 
EDRYS 

(growls) 
Don’t you dare hurt him. You 
wanna fight someone, then fight 
me. 

The Anchor laughs, and the others join in. 

ANCHOR 
Don’t think that just because 
you’re a girl means that you 
won’t get your ass handed to you. 
In here, everyone is fair game. 

He gives Cæna a shake. 

ANCHOR (cont’d) 
Especially pansies who hit people 
with instruments. 

 
EDRYS 

Well come on, hit me, then! You 
scared of a tiny girl like me? 

Anchor’s bravado fades a bit as the crowd cheers him on. 

ANCHOR 
It...wouldn’t be anything worth 
watching. 

 

EDRYS 
So you are scared! 

 

 
I am not! 

ANCHOR 
 

EDRYS 
Hey, everyone, the Anchor here 
can’t fight a little tiny girl! 

 
The crowd jeers at him. Anchor takes several deep breaths, 
then abruptly lets go of Cæna and punches Edrys in the 
face. The crowd goes silent. Edrys catches her balance and 
stares straight ahead, her hand going to her cheek. Cæna 
goes to her side as Anchor looks around. 

 
ANCHOR 

I...I...she provoked me! 
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CÆNA 

Edrys, oh my god, oh my god. Are 
you all--? 

 
His hand reaches out to touch her shoulder, but before it 
makes contact, Edrys’ look of shock changes to one of 
rage. She lets out a screech before throwing herself at 
Anchor, latching onto him like a monkey and biting his 
arm. He screams, trying to get her off as she grabs at his 
beard and pulls. 

 
This prompts a fight to break out throughout all of the 
Post. Chairs are being broken, bottles are flying through 
the air, punches are being thrown about. Cæna manages to 
hide under a table, clutching his lute to him. 

 
SUNNEBERA the BANDIT KING [38; tall, regal, very serious] 
walks out to the second floor balcony. 

 
SUNNEBERA 

What. Is. Happening? 

The whole Post goes silent, staring up at Sunnebera. She 
narrows her eyes at them, then walks slowly down the 
wooden steps to the main floor. She looks over the whole 
of the group. 

 
SUNNEBERA (cont’d) 

I’d like to remind you that we 
are all professionals. So who is 
responsible for this mockery of 
the Post’s name? 

 
Almost immediately, Edrys and Cæna-bruised, disheveled, 
and covered with ale-are shoved into the front. Cæna, 
still clutching his lute, is cowering, Edrys is 
starry-eyed. She grabs his arm and tugs him down into a 
bow with her. 

 
EDRYS 

It is an honor, Bandit King. 

CÆNA 
Bandi-? 

SUNNEBERA 
(sneers) 

Flattery gets you nowhere here, 
strangers. How did you even come 
in? I’ve never seen you before. 

EDRYS 
We’ve just been let in. My bard 
here has my resumé if you want 
it! 
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CÆNA 

Your bard? 

Sunnebera narrows her eyes at them as she walks over. 

SUNNEBERA 
So you are allowed entrance to 
the Post, and you proceed to 
dishonor its origins and intents. 
The Post, I’d like to remind you 
all, is a place for the elite 
thieving class to enjoy others’ 
company. I’ll allow rowdiness but 
in-fighting is where I draw the 
line. 

She glares down at Edrys and Cæna again. 

SUNNEBERA (cont’d) 
So what is it that incited this? 

Edrys stands up straight with all the manner of a lawyer 
pleading a case. 

 

EDRYS 
Well, the Anchor tried to beat up 
my bard here. As you can see, 
he’s absolutely not fit for 
fighting, so I had to intercede. 

 
She turns her head and points to the bruise starting to 
form on her cheek. 

 

 
See? 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
 

SUNNEBERA 
Anchor! Is this true? 

The Anchor peeks over a row of men in front of him. 

ANCHOR 
I wouldn’t have started anything, 
but he clocked me over the head 
with his lute! 

CÆNA 
It was an accident! 

ANCHOR 
He doesn’t know the rules! No 
weapons! 

 

CÆNA 
A lute is not a weapon! 
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ANCHOR 

It could be! 

EDRYS 
How? 

A hush falls over the crowd, and all eyes turn silently to 
one man in the back, WOOD-EYE. He takes a long drink from 
his stein, then sets it down. Beat. He leans forward and 
points to his wooden eye. 

 
WOOD-EYE 

Lost this eye in ’74. A rogue 
minstrel took it right out... 

He mimes plucking out his eye, complete with a "pop". 

WOOD-EYE (cont’d) 
...just like that, with a flute. 

He sits back with a solemn nod. 

WOOD-EYE (cont’d) 
Watch those instruments, lads. 
Music can be deadly. 

 
Cæna and Edrys both look at him as if he’s crazy. 
Sunnebera lifts her arms. 

 
SUNNEBERA 

Enough! When we have disturbers 
of the peace, there are two ways 
we can deal with them. They can 
leave the Post, or they can fight 
for their honor. 

CÆNA 
I’ll leave. 

SUNNEBERA 
Your whole party must leave. 

Cæna looks over at Edrys. She blinks a few times, trying 
to look impartial but failing miserably. Cæna lets out a 
breath. 

 
CÆNA 

Then...then I’ll fight. 

The whole Post cheers, then silences itself as Sunnebera 
raises her arms. 

 
SUNNEBERA 

Then I, Bandit King Sunnebera, 
decree that this bard shall fight 
the man he wronged. 
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Anchor smiles maliciously, cracking his knuckles as he 
walks to the middle of the floor. Cæna blanches, then 
abruptly runs. 

 

CÆNA 
I’m out I’m out I’m out I’m out. 

He’s caught by two thieves, who heave him back to the 
middle of the circle. He stares up at Anchor with wide 
eyes. 

 

CUT TO: 
 

Edrys squeezing in beside Sunnebera. 

EDRYS 
Um, hello, Bandit King. I love 
your work. Like, really I can’t 
even believe I’m meeting you 
right now. But I...was wondering 
if I could talk to you about 
this. 

Sunnebera looks down at her with a small sneer. 

SUNNEBERA 
We have our rules here, outsider. 

EDRYS 
Well, yeah, of course. I’m not 
arguing that. But...I mean, will 
this fight be worth it? 

SUNNEBERA 
I don’t understand. 

EDRYS 
Just look at Cæna. He’s a noodle! 
There’s no way he can beat this 
Anchor guy. And...and it doesn’t 
seem to give him a fair chance at 
winning back his honor. Plus it 
won’t be any fun to watch. If you 
really want him to prove his 
worth, you should have him play 
to his strengths. 

 
Sunnebera thinks over that for a moment, then holds up a 
hand. 

 

SUNNEBERA 
Wait! You are a bard, yes? 

CÆNA 
Uh...sort of? 

Sunnebera turns to the crowd. 
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SUNNEBERA 

Bring me Aethelred! 

The crowd hushes, and slowly, the sea of thieves parts. 
Slowly, AETHELRED [60; has the air of an aging rock star] 
makes his way through the crowd. A lute is slung over his 
front, and he lifts his head with a smirk before making 
finger-guns at Sunnebera. 

 
AETHELRED 

What ya need, King? 

Sunnebera looks out at the crowd. 

SUNNEBERA 
It has been brought to my 
attention that our typical form 
of honor-battle would be unfair 
to one of the parties. So, to 
alleviate this, we play to his 
strengths. Our bard shall duel 
with this man-with song. 

 
Slowly, a low chant of "Bard-off, bard-off!" starts 
amongst the members, growing louder with each successive 
chant. At its peak, Aethelred holds his lute up in the air 
triumphantly; the crowd goes wild. Cæna does not look any 
more relieved. 

 

SUNNEBERA (cont’d) 
Aethelred, you are up first. 

She backs away, and Aethelred struts up to the front of 
the crowd. He tunes his lute languidly. 

 
AETHELRED 

All right, so here’s a little 
ditty you all might recognize. 
It’s an oldie, but we all know 
it’s a goodie. 

He strums a few notes and the crowd goes nuts. 

AETHELRED (cont’d) 
Kindair of the North was a 
traveling man 

He’d visited all that there be 

He’d been to the snow, he’d been 
to the sand 

 
And had seen all there was to be 
seen 

 
"How I wish," the man sighed one 
dreary night 
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"That there was something unknown 
in my life" 

 
The door crashed open wide, a 
maid standing strong 

 
Who asserted that seh was his 
wife 

 
"Twenty years," said the wench, 
"I have waited in vain 

 
Looking for your big tawny head. 

I asked at the Inn, I asked at 
the court 

 
And they told me ’Kindair is 
dead’." 

 
Kindair was agog, for once in his 
life 

 
"My lady, you’ve made a mistake" 

I’ve traveled, I’ve sailed, I’ve 
fought many a fight 

 
But a wife I have yet to take." 

The crone cackled a laugh, and 
showed her true form 

 
A hobgoblin, a spinner of lies 

"This is your doing, Kindair of 
the North. 

 
For you said you wanted a 
surprise!" 

 
As he sings, Edrys returns to Cæna’s side, giving his arm 
a friendly punch. 

 

EDRYS 
You’re welcome, Bardo. 

CÆNA 
You did this? 

EDRYS 
Well, yeah. You were going to get 
annihilated by that guy. 

CÆNA 
This isn’t any better! I can’t 
compete with this guy, he’s a 
pro! 
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EDRYS 
Well, you’re a pro too, right? 

CÆNA 

I...I... 

He starts hyperventilating. Edrys grabs his shoulders and 
pulls him down so they meet eye to eye. 

 
EDRYS 

Hey, hey. You can do this. You 
actually are good. 

CÆNA 
Okay, not the time for empty 
compliments. 

EDRYS 
It’s not empty! I mean, you got 
us in here. I bet you can get us 
out, too. I mean it. 

 
Cæna stares at her for a long moment in honest surprise. 
He looks up as Aethelred finishes to the shouts and cheers 
from the crowd. Edrys gives his shoulders a pat. 

 
EDRYS (cont’d) 

You’ve got this! I believe in 
you! 

 
She pushes Cæna forward. He stares at everyone. The crowd 
stares back with silent animosity. Edrys gives him a 
thumbs up. He clears his throat. 

 
CÆNA 

U-um...hi, everyone. I-I’m Cæna 
and I...I’m gonna play...a... 
song. 

 

He strums off-key. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
Uh, that’s not right. 

The crowd groans. He tries again, then clears his throat. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
O-okay, here we go. 

 
An untapped land, the great 
unknown 

 
King Rainard decided to expand 
his home 

 
"For Bealgren, for Rainard!" the 
soldiers cried 
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They charged in with vigor, and 
yet they all died 

 
For Ostery was not an empty place 

It was home to the great dragon 
race 

 
Cæna grows a little more confident. He gets louder and 
strums harder. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) 

War was declared, and the battles 
were swift 

 
The men were strong, but the 
dragons had wit 

 
Fire rained from the sky, steel 
struck from below 

 
Both sides were valiant, both 
sides laid low 

 
For Ostery was not an empty place 

It was home to the great dragon 
race 

 
The crowd has warmed to Cæna, and he is completely in his 
element as he continues his song, playing and moving with 
all the grace of a pop star. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) 

The forests were burned, the 
fights never won 

 
King Rainard knew something had 
to be done 

 
He invited the dragons to 
Bealgren as guests 

 
To see if he could still make 
good on his quest 

 
For Ostery was not an empty place 

It was home to the great dragon 
race 

 
So came the Dragon Accords, a 
treaty so great 

 
It sated the dragons and changed 
Bealgren’s fate 

 
(MORE) 
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CÆNA (cont’d) 

So we break not our vow, though 
the dragons are gone 

 
To remember that Ostery was 
fairly won 

 
For Ostery is not an empty place 

It was once home to the great 
dragon race. 

 
Cæna finishes with a riff, then looks up with bright eyes 
at the crowd. All at once, he’s hoisted up by some of the 
burlier men in front and carried toward a stack of kegs as 
the crowd cheers. Aethelred throws down his lute and 
stomps away. 

 
In the back corner, Woodeye raises a finger to his wood 
eye. He pauses for a moment, thinking, then raises a 
finger to his real eye to wipe away a tear. 

 
Meanwhile, Sunnebera slips beside Edrys as she whistles 
toward Cæna. 

 

SUNNEBERA 
That worked surprisingly well. 

EDRYS 
See? Much more exciting than 
seeing his limbs torn off. 

 
Sunnebera looks at her with a mildly horrified look, then 
clears her throat. 

 

SUNNEBERA 
Even so, it does mean a lot to 
see new members valuing others. 

 

She half-smiles. 

SUNNEBERA (cont’d) 
After all, for most of us this is 
the only way to survive. There 
are families to feed, lifestyles 
to maintain...though I’m sure I 
don’t need to tell you about 
this. 

Edrys is visibly uncomfortable as Sunnebera speaks. 

EDRYS 
Uh, yeah...gotta...gotta keep 
those families fed. Totally get 
it. But, uh, the fame and stuff 
is pretty cool too, right? 
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SUNNEBERA 

(bitterly) 
If you could call it fame rather 
than infamy. 

 
Edrys stares at her for a moment, then points to the 
crowd. 

 

EDRYS 
Uh, well...I need to go 
congratulate Bardo over there. 
But, uh, nice chat, your 
highness. 

 

 
Of course. 

She smiles. 

SUNNEBERA 
 
 

 
SUNNEBERA (cont’d) 

And welcome to the Post. 

Edrys gives her a thumbs up, then joins in the fray by 
Cæna. 

16 INT. THE POST - NIGHT. 16 

The excitement has died down, and most of the Post members 
have settled down for the night, draped haphazardly on 
furniture or slumped on the floor. In a relatively empty 
corner, Edrys and Cæna are stretched out, Edrys sleeping 
and Cæna staring up at the ceiling. He looks over to 
Edrys, then gives her arm a tiny little shove. 

 
CÆNA 

Edrys? Edr-oof! 

He’s cut off by her arm shooting out and punching him in 
the jaw. As he rubs it, she raises her head sleepily. 

 
EDRYS 

You say something? 

CÆNA 
I was going to, but I think you 
broke my jaw. 

Edrys flops back down with a yawn. 

EDRYS 
Probably should’ve warned you 
about that. 

 
Cæna rubs his jaw for a bit longer, then lays back down. 
Edrys has already shut her eyes again. 
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Thanks. 

For what? 

CÆNA 

EDRYS 

CÆNA 
I dunno. For...believing in me, I 
guess. 

EDRYS 
Well, that’s a stupid thing to 
thank me for. 

CÆNA 
What? 

Edrys turns over to look at him. 

EDRYS 
You had all the talent today. I 
just said some motivational crap 
to get you moving. 

CÆNA 
Huh... 

As he thinks over that, Edrys turns back over. 

EDRYS 
You are a pretty kickass bard, 
though. 

CÆNA 
Good enough for a cushy job in 
Cynghyll? 

 

EDRYS 
(yawns) 

We’ll see. 

He smiles and shuts his eyes as she settles back down. 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
Hey, that whole Dragon Accords 
thing...is that real? 

CÆNA 
Nah, it’s all symbolic. 

She grunts in affirmation, and they both drift off to 
sleep. 
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17 INT. MEETING HALL - NIGHT. 17 

The whole village is crammed into the Meeting hall, 
looking expectantly at the front, where the elders are 
standing very seriously. Tedran steps forward and raises 
his arms, quieting the crowd’s murmuring. 

 
TEDRAN 

As you all know, our bard, Cæna, 
has gone off to slay the dragon 
that threatens our safety. In two 
days’ time, the ward will come 
down, and dragons will be free to 
terrorize us like they did fifty 
years ago. 

 
He pauses, letting the village murmur again, before 
raising his arms to quiet them. 

 
TEDRAN (cont’d) 

We all have the utmost faith in 
Cæna and in the prophesy! But we 
have uncovered a second part! A 
part that tells us that Feyren’s 
time here is at its end, and that 
it is time for us all to seek our 
fortune in greener pastures. 

 
Annis, standing in the back, is scribbling down Tedran’s 
words furiously, though her eyes keep darting to the door. 
She looks around, then carefully makes her way outside. 

 
18 EXT. FEYREN - NIGHT. 18 

Annis hurries through the village, continuously glancing 
over her shoulder to make sure she isn’t being followed. 
Finally, she reaches Tedran’s cottage. She takes a deep 
breath, then presses against the door. To her surprise, it 
opens. She quickly darts inside and shuts the door behind 
her. 

 
19 INT. TEDRAN’S HOUSE - NIGHT. 19 

There is just enough moonlight for her to see without 
additional light. She works her way over to his table, 
where the map is still laid out. 

 
ANNIS 

It has to be around here 
somewhere... 

 
She walks around the table, then bites back a cry as she 
smacks her toe against a large wooden BOX. She looks at it 
curiously, then bends down and opens it, pulling out the 
papers inside. She shuffles through them, quickly reading. 
She stops as she reads one of the papers. 
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ANNIS (cont’d)  

"For the prophesy to work as 
a decoy, we’ll need one of 
most expendable but still 
hardy villagers...Abrecan-too 
frail...Borden-drunk but good at 
his work...Cæna...hale enough, 
won’t do much outside of Feyren." 
Oh, god, Cæna! 

 
She takes a breath, then quickly tucks the paper into her 
pocket. She gapes at the next paper; it is a wanted 
poster, with a picture of a much younger-but still 
recognizable-Tedran. It reads: 

 
WANTED:FOR THE VIOLATION OF THE DRAGON ACCORDS. 

ANNIS (cont’d) 
Violation of...so Tedran is- 

 
TEDRAN (O.S.) 

Tedran is wondering why you’re in 
his house. 

 
Annis looks up with a gasp, holding the papers to her as 
Tedran stands in the doorway, grim-faced. He shakes his 
head and manages a bitter laugh. 

 
TEDRAN 

You teach a peasant to read, and 
they think they can do anything 
they want. 

ANNIS 
You sent Cæna on a...on a suicide 
mission! 

 
Tedran sighs, walking over to her. Annis backs up against 
the wardrobe. 

 
TEDRAN 

Annis, I have been leading this 
village for fifty years. Over 
those fifty years, I’ve had to 
make several long, hard 
decisions. Decisions I didn’t 
like to make. But it was for the 
good of the rest of us. 

ANNIS 
I’ll...I’ll tell everyone what 
you’ve done. 

She holds up the "Wanted" poster. 
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ANNIS (cont’d) 

I’ll tell them that this whole 
dragon nonsense is your fault! 

 
Tedran chuckles as he walks over to her. He plucks the 
poster from her hand and looks at it. 

 
TEDRAN 

Ah, look at me. So young...I was 
quite a looker, don’t you think? 

 
The paper starts to burn in his hands; Annis gapes in 
horror. Tedran wipes the ash from his hands, then looks up 
at Annis darkly. 

 

TEDRAN (cont’d) 
I told the rest of the village to 
start packing for our trip 
tomorrow. But you, Annis... 

Annis looks with horror as a fire lights in Tedran’s hand. 
 
TEDRAN (cont’d)  

Well, I don’t think you need to 
worry about that. 

20 EXT. THE POST - DAY 20 

Cæna and Edrys stand just outside the door to the other 
side of the forest, with Sunnebera standing in the 
doorway. She holds up two medals. 

 
SUNNEBERA 

(grandly) 
With these medallions, you, as 
official members, now have the 
protection of the Post throughout 
the forest. 

 
Edrys is practically vibrating as the medal is slipped 
over her head, and Cæna gives Sunnebera a smile. 

 
SUNNEBERA (cont’d) 

Though it’s worth noting that our 
protection can only go so far. 
The Cleaveshaw Inn is the 
farthest you’ll be able to use 
it. However, I have faith in your 
survival. 

 

EDRYS 
Thank you! 

 

She bows low, and Cæna dips his head in gratitude before 
they turn and start walking. 
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SUNNEBERA 

Oh, and Cæna? 

Cæna turns around, only to have a sheathed sword tossed at 
him. He clumsily manages to catch it. Sunnebera winks. 

 
SUNNEBERA (cont’d) 

Even a bard should be able to 
protect himself. 

 
Cæna looks down at the sword, then up at Sunnebera. He 
gives an uncertain smile. 

 
CÆNA 

Uh, thanks, your highness. 

Sunnebera gives a regal nod, then waves as they walk away. 

21 EXT. ROADSIDE - AFTERNOON. 21 

The villagers are slowly making their way down the road, 
their belongings on their backs. Heading the exodus is 
Tedran, focusing grimly on their path. The walk is mostly 
silent, but Borden comes up to his side. 

 
BORDEN 

Hi, sorry to bother you like 
this, Tedran- 

TEDRAN 
It’s not a bother at all. I think 
this is the most sober I’ve seen 
you. 

BORDEN 
Well, hard to drink and hike at 
the same time. 

He glances around, then leans forward, lowering his voice. 

BORDEN (cont’d) 
But...well, I’m a little 
concerned. I haven’t seen Annis 
at all. D’you think she got lost? 

 

TEDRAN 
Ah, Annis. 

 

He shakes his head sadly. 

TEDRAN (cont’d) 
You know, for all of her 
academics, she really is a very 
sensitive soul. 
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BORDEN 

What d’you mean? 

TEDRAN 
Last night, after the meeting, I 
found her leaving the town. 
Wanted to go warn Cæna that we 
were leaving. I tried to stop 
her, tried to assure her that 
he’d know, but she wouldn’t 
listen. 

 

BORDEN 
What?! We need to go back and 
find her! 

TEDRAN 
Borden, if I thought it was 
possible, I would do it in an 
instant. But you know how these 
emotional types get. Once they 
get an idea in their head, they 
won’t let it go. Such a 
shame...she had so much potential 
for our new home. 

 
Borden thinks over this for a moment, then shakes his 
head. As he’s about to speak, though, a low roar rumbles 
through the air, making the birds fly into the air. The 
villagers begin to panic, but Tedran raises his arms. 

 
TEDRAN (cont’d) 

Not to worry, everyone! Just a 
bit of thunder on the horizon; 
we’ll be safe before it gets to 
us! 

 
He keeps his smile on as the villagers calm down, but cast 
a worried look up at the trees overhead; the leaves have 
begun to yellow. He picks up his pace and leads the group 
on. 

22 INT. CLEAVESHAW INN - NIGHT. 22 

The Cleaveshaw Inn is a standard questing inn: cheerful 
music, roaring fire, plenty of laughter. Cæna and Edrys 
are sitting in the corner, mugs in front of each of them. 
Edrys leans forward, focusing on the story she’s telling. 

 
EDRYS 

So there I am, five 
men-five-surrounding me. I don’t 
have a single weapon on me, and 
the rich jerk inside is demanding 
my head. Looks like I’m dead, 
right? 
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CÆNA 

Super dead. 

EDRYS 
Exactly! So guess what I do? 

CÆNA 
You grab a stick and jab it into 
one of the men. 

 

 
No. 

EDRYS 
 

CÆNA 
Okay, then you...use your cloak 
to strangle all of them. 

EDRYS 
(laughs) 

I’m not that good! 

Cæna shrugs as he takes a drink. 

CÆNA 
All right, I’m completely 
stumped. What do you do? 

EDRYS 
I start crying. 

CÆNA 
No. 

 

 
Yes! 

EDRYS 
 

CÆNA 
You’re lying. I don’t think you 
can actually cry. You have too 
much murderous intent. 

EDRYS 
Well, believe me or not, that’s 
what happens. I start crying and 
telling them how I’ve fallen into 
a bad crowd. Now your heart is 
made of ice, I know, but most 
people who see a tiny girl like 
me bawling her eyes feel some 
sympathy. 

CÆNA 
And then you were rehabilitated. 

EDRYS 
Don’t you even joke like that. As 
one guy came over to comfort me, 

(MORE) 
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EDRYS (cont’d) 
I grabbed his sword and sliced 
his hamstring. 

CÆNA 
Oh my god, that’s horrible! 

EDRYS 
He survived, it’s fine. Anyway, 
managed to fight off the other 
four, got the old guy’s money, 
and to this day, people warn 
travelers to not talk to crying 
girls in the forest. 

CÆNA 
Now that could be worthy of a 
song. 

Edrys laughs. 
 

EDRYS 
You should have put that in my 
song for the Post. 

CÆNA 
I’ll revise it when we go back. 

EDRYS 
You’d have to anyway, because 
we’ll be dragonslayers! 

Cæna stares at her, expression falling. 
 

CÆNA 
R...right. 

 

Edrys starts to take a drink, then notices Cæna’s fear. 
She sets the mug down to give his shoulder a push. 

 
EDRYS 

Hey, it’s gonna be fine. The 
agreement was that I’d do the 
killing. And, y’know, you’ve got 
that sword. I could teach you how 
to use it tomorrow morning, and 
then you could get a few whacks 
in, too. Then we both get the 
glory. 

 

CÆNA 
You think I can learn anything in 
a morning? 

 

EDRYS 
No. But you’ll be able to hold 
the sword properly when you whack 
the corpse. 
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CÆNA 

Gee, thanks. 

EDRYS 
Hey, least I could do. 

They both laugh as the Inn’s bard, BATISTAN [25; 
self-assured, thinks he’s charming, hugely smarmy] sidles 
over to their table. Edrys takes a drink as he leans down 
next to her. 

BATISTAN 
Good evening, my lady. I couldn’t 
help but notice how lovely you 
are in the- 

 
Still taking the drink, she half-unsheathes her sword. 
Batistan backs up. 

 

BATISTAN (cont’d) 
Wow! Okay! Point taken! 

 
Edrys re-sheathes the sword, not looking at him. 

BATISTAN (cont’d) 
Well, regardless, I’d like to 
welcome you both to Cleave... 

 
He looks up at Cæna, who looks back at him with wide eyes. 

BATISTAN (cont’d) 
Oh my god, Cæna? 

 
CÆNA 

(whispered) 
Nooo... 

 

BATISTAN 
Cæna! God, I haven’t seen you in 
years! How’ve you been, buddy? 

CÆNA 
Great, good, fine. Uh, don’t you 
have to...go...play? 

BATISTAN 
Nah, I’ve got some time. 

He pulls a chair over from a neighboring table, sitting 
between Cæna and Edrys. Cæna looks as if he wants to die. 

 
BATISTAN (cont’d) 

So what brings you over to 
Cleaveshaw? I didn’t think you’d 
be leaving that little Podunk 
village of yours any time soon. 
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CÆNA 

Oh...you know...I... 

Edrys frowns at Batistan, then whacks his arm to get his 
attention. 

 

EDRYS 
Excuse me, who are you and why 
are you talking to him? 

BATISTAN 
Cæna hasn’t mentioned me? Well, 
guess he wouldn’t to a catch like 
you; couldn’t risk me stealing 
you away. 

He winks at Edrys, who growls back. 

BATISTAN (cont’d) 
Anyway, the name’s Batistan. Top 
of Bealgren Bard Institute’s 
class. Though this guy wouldn’t 
know that, I guess. 

 
Cæna slowly starts to sink into his seat. 

BATISTAN (cont’d) 
Anyway, look at you! Still 
carrying that lute around? Well, 
it does get the ladies, even if 
you can’t play. 

 
EDRYS 

(angrily) 
What do you mean ’if you can’t 
play’? Cæna’s amazing. 

 
Batistan looks at Cæna, who’s eyes are just barely over 
the table. He points to him, then slaps his forehead with 
a laugh. 

 

BATISTAN 
He didn’t...man, you didn’t...oh 
my god, he didn’t tell you? Cæna, 
you dog! 

CÆNA 
(quietly) 

Batistan, don’t. 

BATISTAN 
He never graduated! Hell, the guy 
didn’t even make it into the Bard 
Institute! 
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EDRYS 
What? 

 

Cæna shuts his eyes, willing himself to die right there. 

BATISTAN 
Yeah. Showed up to the door, no 
appointment and no money! We all 
had a good laugh at that, but the 
Head Bard felt awful. So, get 
this, he has him do some chores 
to become an honorary bard. We 
all knew it was bullshit; that’s 
what they say to all the people 
who can’t get in. We actually met 
because he was cleaning my dorm! 
Guy can’t play a note... 

 
Cæna’s chair topples over as he gets to his feet and 
hastily exits the Inn. Edrys stands up. 

 
EDRYS 

Cæna! Wait! 

The door slams behind him, causing the Inn to go quiet for 
a moment before resuming its normal bustling. Edrys’ face, 
for the first time, shows genuine concern. Batistan 
glances over his shoulder to the door. 

 
BATISTAN 

Heh, what a character, that Cæna. 
Always so dramatic! 

He turns back to Edrys with a winning smile. 

BATISTAN (cont’d) 
But I guess that does leave us 
alone, Lady...? 

 
Edrys stares at him with a disgusted look, then glances 
down at a knife on the table. She puts on a sweet smile as 
she surreptitiously takes it. 

 
EDRYS 

Edrys. And, Batistan... 

She crooks her finger with a bat of her eyelashes for him 
to lean closer. He does, smile still in place, only to 
have her grab his hair and hold the knife right to his 
throat. 

 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
(threateningly) 

If I ever hear you talk badly 
about Cæna again, I’ll personally 
make sure you never sing again. 
Clear? 
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BATISTAN 

Y...yes. Very clear. 

EDRYS 
Good. 

She lets go of his hair, but maintains eye contact with 
him as she grabs his lute and slices the strings silently. 
She maintains it as she stabs the knife into the table. 
Batistan is left terrified as she runs out. 

23 SCENE 17 - INN, EXT. NIGHT. 23 

Edrys runs out to the Inn’s front gate, where Cæna is 
frantically pacing back and forth, taking several angry 
deep breaths. 

EDRYS 
Cæna, I- 

She’s cut off as he lets out a cry and throws his lute to 
the ground. She jumps back and stares at him. 

 
EDRYS (cont’d) 

Cæna, what the hell--? 
 

CÆNA 
He’s right, okay? He’s right 
about all of it! I’m not a bard! 
I never have been! I just...I had 
this stupid thought that maybe I 
could make it, but I 
just...failed at that! Just like 
I’ve failed at everything else! 
That’s why I’m out on this stupid 
suicide mission! 

EDRYS 
But...the prophesy... 

CÆNA 
There is no prophesy, Edrys! It’s 
all a lie! It has to be! If I 
can’t even manage to be a bard, 
how can I slay a dragon? 

He grips his head. Edrys is stunned into silence. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
And I fell for it...I thought I 
could be more than the stupid 
failure I am. Because of what? A 
pep talk? A-a hand-me-down? 

 
He takes several more breaths before finally turning and 
stalking off to lean against the gate. Edrys glances down 
at the lute for a beat, then picks it up. 
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Cæna keeps his gaze forward as she approaches him with it. 

EDRYS 
I...I don’t think you need any 
training to be a kickass bard. 

 
Cæna looks at her listlessly for a moment, then huffs 
before turning to look ahead again. 

 
EDRYS (cont’d) 

I’m serious! 
 

CÆNA 
You’re just saying that because I 
got you in with the Post. 

EDRYS 
Are you...do you hear yourself? 
You went head-to-head with the 
Post’s bard and you won. You’re 
good! 

 
Cæna doesn’t respond. Edrys bounces from side to side 
agitatedly, then sighs. She sets the lute against the 
gate, then pulls herself to sit on it. 

 
EDRYS (cont’d) 

Look...I get it. 
 

Cæna scoffs. 
 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
I do. I...when I was younger, 
I...wanted to be a knight. 
Y’know, saving damsels, slaying 
dragons. So I tried. I cut my 
hair and dressed like a boy, but 
I was too short. But I 
couldn’t...couldn’t keep living 
the life I was before. I was 
miserable. So...so I wanted to 
find some other way to be a hero. 

CÆNA 
A highwayman is the literal 
opposite of a hero. 

EDRYS 
But see, that’s the thing! The 
way things are, a person like me 
isn’t supposed to be a hero. So I 
had to...I had to do my own 
thing, y’know? And now I’m happy. 
I’m the happiest I’ve ever been. 
And...and I think you could be, 
too, as an unofficial bard. 
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What? 
CÆNA 

 

EDRYS 
Look, at the end of the day, no 
one cares what your credentials 
are! You’re good at what you do 
and you should keep doing it! 
That’s how you’re gonna be happy! 

She shrugs with a little smile. 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
And, uh, I hear the Post has an 
opening for a bard. The last one 
seemed ready to quit. 

Cæna looks up at her, then finally cracks a small smile. 

CÆNA 
What about a cushy job in 
Cynghyll? 

Edrys’ smile falters. 

EDRYS 
Uh, yeah. 

Cæna lets out a breath, then glances down at his lute. 
After a moment of deliberation, he picks it up and checks 
that it’s tuned before slinging it over his shoulder. 
Edrys looks at him, then down at her hands. 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
About those jobs... 

 
CÆNA 

Hm? 

EDRYS 
Well, I mean...we’re both telling 
some deep, dark secrets right 
now, right? Like, this is a 
judgement-free zone? 

CÆNA 
What? Edrys, what are you--? 

EDRYS 
(quickly) 

I’m from the nobility. 

Cæna blinks, then shakes his head. 

CÆNA 
You...I’m sorry, you’re what? 
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EDRYS 

I’m from the nobility. My 
family’s rich. 

CÆNA 
You’re...well, were you disowned 
or something? 

Edrys shakes her head. 

EDRYS 
They think I’m away studying. 

Cæna steps back. 
 

CÆNA 
Edrys, what the hell? 

EDRYS 
I-I thought, y’know, you’d 
understand. Because you were 
keeping a secret too. 

CÆNA 
Yeah, and my secret was failure. 
Yours was that you’re a...you’re 
terrorizing innocent people! For 
what? Fun? 

 

EDRYS 
No, I...it’s not like- 

Cæna cuts her off with a sharp, bitter laugh. 

CÆNA 
No, no, of course. Of course. 
Just one more failure to add to 
my collection! 

He starts to walk away. Edrys jumps down to follow him. 

EDRYS 
You’re not a failure! 

CÆNA 
Oh, yes, I am! Look at this, I 
can’t even make friends! 
Honestly, this dragon will be 
doing me a favor by roasting me! 

EDRYS 
Cæna! Wait! Cæna! 

He picks up his pace, and soon enough he disappears into 
the misty night. Edrys finally stops, staring ahead and 
looking as if she might cry. 
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EDRYS (cont’d) 

You’re...! 
 

She sighs, shoulders slumping. 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
(quietly) 

You’re my friend. 

24 EXT. VARIOUS - DAY/NIGHT 24 

VARIOUS SHOTS of Cæna hiking through the wilderness, 
asking for directions, being ready to fight off any 
threats with his (badly-handled) sword. Eventually, the 
greenery becomes sparser, and he’s left in a rocky, barren 
area. 

25 EXT. DRAGON’S DEN - NIGHT. 25 

Eventually, Cæna reaches the caves where the dragons live. 
He settles down behind a boulder, letting out a shaky 
breath as he looks to the sky to see if the sun is rising. 
Silently, he pulls his lute off his back and sets it in 
his lap, as if he’s about to play. He looks at it for a 
moment, then sighs and sets it beside him, taking the 
sword in hand and waiting in silence. 

FADE TO: 

26 EXT. DRAGON’S DEN - MORNING. 26 

The sun is up, and Cæna gets up to make his way to the 
caves. He glances down at the lute, then slings it over 
his shoulders, gripping the strap like a lifeline. He 
shuts his eyes and takes a few breaths, then walks out 
from behind his boulder. 

He is beyond nervous, his sword shaking as he holds it up. 
When he’s about ten feet away from the cave’s entrance, he 
takes a deep breath. 

 
CÆNA 

Dragon! The time has come for us 
to fight! It is my d-duty to 
defeat you! Come out and meet me! 

 
He braces himself for the worse. A minute passes, and 
nothing happens. He peeks open an eye, then lets out a 
shaky breath and sets his shoulders. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) Dragon! 

The...the time has come for us 
to fight! 

 
Still no response. Cæna slumps. 
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CÆNA (cont’d) 

Oh, god, don’t make me go in 
there! Just...just come out and 
fight! You’ll probably win! 

 
The cave is still and silent. Cæna waits, then bounces 
anxiously. 

 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
Please?! Come out?! 

 
Nothing. Finally, Cæna sighs in frustration, then 
cautiously makes his way inside. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) Dragon, 

I’m serious. This isn’t funny. 
I- 

 
He abruptly stops and gasps, dropping his sword to the 
ground with a clatter. 

 
The cave is empty. For a moment, he panics. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
Noooo, no no no! No! 

 
He looks around frantically for a moment, then turns to 
the cave’s entrance. His eyes lock on one of the few trees 
in the area. One leaf is bright red. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) 

"Come autumn’s red leaves"...oh 
god! The ward! 

 
He turns and bolts back into the forest, forgetting his 
sword in his panic. 

27 EXT. ROADSIDE - EVENING. 27 

Two men, TURULF and HERLUIN [30s; muscly farmers without 
much brains] are loitering to the side of the road as 
their HORSE nibbles at the grass. 

 
TURULF 

And so that’s how threshing’s 
been immeasurably improved over 
the past- 

 
He stops as Cæna bolts up the road. Cæna pants, then looks 
up at the two of them. 

 
CÆNA 

Ho-horse...I need...horse! 

Turulf and Herluin look at each other, then burst out 
laughing. 
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TURULF 
Well, then you better go buy one, 
laddie! 

Cæna, still catching his breath, points at the horse. 

CÆNA 
This one! Please! 

HERLUIN 
Now hang on there. I don’t know 
where you’re from, but we don’t 
give horses away willy-nilly 
round these parts. 

CÆNA 
But there’s a dragon! 

TURULF 
Oh, yes! Of course there is! 

CÆNA 
No, I really...see, there’s a 
prophesy...well, it’s not 
really...LOOK, my village is 
about to be burned to the ground 
and I need. Your. Horse. 

Herluin nudges Turulf. 

HERLUIN 
Ooh, look at that, Turulf! We’ve 
got a chosen one! 

 
The two men laugh again. Cæna lets out a loud growl of 
frustration, then searches for any kind of money. His 
hands stop on his medallion, and he holds it up. 

 
CÆNA 

(snappishly) 
Do you know what this is? 

The men go silent. 
 

HERLUIN 
That’s from the Post. 

CÆNA 
Yes! It is! 

Turulf and Herluin look at each other, then smirk at Cæna. 

TURULF 
Sure would be helpful if you were 
in the protected zone. But that 
doesn’t do much out here, laddie. 

Cæna blanches. Herluin and Turulf take a step closer. 
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HERLUIN 

Though anyone from the Post has a 
pretty price on their head. 

TURULF 
We could get a nice reward in the 
city. 

 
They come closer. Cæna takes a step back. His hand goes 
for his sword, but it’s not there-he’s left it at the 
Dragon’s den. The men take another step, and Cæna swallows 
before pulling off his lute and holding it above his head. 

 
CÆNA 

Don’t come another step closer! 

Turulf and Herluin glance at each other, and Herluin lets 
out a snort. 

 

HERLUIN 
What are you going to do? 
Serenade us to death? 

 

Turulf giggles. 

TURULF 
Beat us with ballads? 

HERLUIN 
Ravage us with rhymes? 

TURULF 
Slam us with so- 

He’s cut off as Cæna slams his lute over his head. Turulf 
goes down. As Herluin goes down to help him, Cæna 
scrambles up onto the horse, giving his mangled lute one 
last apologetic look, then gallops away. 

28 EXT. THE POST - DAWN. 28 

Cæna races back into the forest throughout the night at 
top speed, focused ahead. As dawn comes, the Post comes 
into view. His eyes widen as he realizes he’s going too 
fast to stop. He waves at the thieves hanging outside. 

 
CÆNA 

Open the doors! Open the doors, 
for God’s sake! 

 
Two startled thieves look up and do as he asks, and Cæna, 
still on the horse, barrels right into the Post. They 
gallop through the main hall, with thieves scattering left 
and right as he continues his charge. 
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CÆNA (cont’d) 

Sorry! Sorry! Open the doors! 
Sorry! 

 
The door’s already open by the time he reaches the other 
end of the Post; he sails out and keeps going straight on. 

29 EXT. FEYREN - DAY. 29 

Cæna practically jumps off the horse as they reach 
Feyren’s village square. He runs through the village, 
shouting all the while. 

 
CÆNA 

Everyone, get out! The dragon is 
coming! We need to move! 

 
He repeats this as he runs through the streets, but he 
comes to a stop as he reaches the square again. No one 
answers him; the streets are empty. He looks around, 
panicked. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) 

Hello? Anyone? There’s a dragon! 

Tedran’s door creaks open. Cæna notices and swallows, then 
walks over to it slowly. He takes a deep breath, preparing 
himself for whatever is inside, then throws it open. 

 
30 INT. TEDRAN’S HOUSE - DAY. 30 

The house is empty. Cæna takes a few steps in, looking 
around. As he reaches the cold fireplace, the realization 
hits him. The village has been deserted while he was gone. 

 
The shock begins to set in, but he looks up as he hears a 
muffled banging coming from Tedran’s wardrobe. He 
approaches it slowly, bending down to grab an abandoned 
fire-poker. He holds it in front of him. 

 
CÆNA 

Who...who’s in there? 

The banging stops. Cæna swallows. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
What are you? 

 
A muffled voice comes through, but it’s unintelligible. 
Cæna takes a breath, catching sight of the little silver 
key left on the table. He takes it and slowly walks up to 
the wardrobe. 

 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
(whispers) 

Pleeease don’t be a baby dragon. 
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He unlocks the door, then immediately holds open the poker 
as Annis, disheveled and disoriented, stumbles out. He 
reaches out his free arm to catch her. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) 

Annis? What the hell--? 
 

Annis grabs his shoulders, pulling herself up to look at 
him with wide eyes. 

 

ANNIS 
It’s Tedran, Cæna! He...he’s 
taken...oh, god, he wanted...you 
were--! 

 

CÆNA 
Annis, calm down. We need to 
leave, the drago- 

 
A loud roar rattles the house on its foundation. Cæna and 
Annis automatically grab each other as a huge blue tail 
breaks through the window. 

 
SERAPHIMA (O.S.) 

GREEN-CLOAKED SCOUNDREL, COME 
OUT! YOUR TIME HAS COME! 

 
CÆNA 

Oh my god, they can talk?! 

Another roar shakes the windows, making Cæna and Annis 
jump. Cæna swallows, then pulls himself away. 

 
ANNIS 

Cæna, wait! 

CÆNA 
No, you stay here! I...I’m the 
one who’s supposed to fight the 
dragon. 

ANNIS 
But the prophesy isn’t-It...I 
have the pa-- 

CÆNA 
I know about the prophesy. 
Just...just stay here, and when 
you get the chance, run. 

He gives her a shaky smile. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
Maybe...maybe I’ll sing to it. 

 
He turns before he can see Annis’ reaction, smile 
dropping. He takes a deep breath, then, adjusting his grip 
on the poker, he walks outside. 
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31 EXT. FEYREN - DAY. 31 

His face slackens as a huge shadow crosses over him. He 
turns to watch the source: a huge blue and silver dragon, 
SERAPHIMA [45; bubbly, clumsy]. She sets herself down in 
the middle of town square, snapping her jaws and growling. 
Cæna, poker still in hand, lifts it and faces her with a 
grimace. 

 
CÆNA 

(angrily) 
Dragon! I am the chosen one of 
this village, and I will keep you 
from beginning your reign of 
terror! 

 
The dragon looks down at him for a moment, then pulls her 
head up in surprise. 

 

SERAPHIMA 
Chosen one? Wait, for real? 

She thrashes her tail excitedly. 

SERAPHIMA (cont’d) 
How funny is that? I’m the chosen 
one of my people. I’m supposed 
to drive out the humans. What a 
coincidence, am I right? 

 
Her tail accidentally takes out a nearby cottage. She 
cringes in embarrassment. 

 
SERAPHIMA (cont’d) 

Whoops. Sorry, I’m a little 
clumsy with my tail. But I guess 
it doesn’t matter too much in a 
ghost town, right? 

 
She sits down, looking at Cæna with a wide, friendly 
expression. Cæna is frozen in place, staring at her 
dumbfoundedly. 

 

SERAPHIMA (cont’d) 
Oh, wow, am I talking too fast? 
Sorry, I’m just nervous about 
this whole ’chosen one’ thing, 
y’know? I was just the Den Klutz 
back home, but surprise! I’m 
destined to bring everyone back 
to where we belong! 

 
Cæna stares at her for another moment, then lowers the 
fire poker. 
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CÆNA 

Well, shouldn’t you be attacking 
me? 

SERAPHIMA 
Oh my god, right. I’m such a 
scatterbrain. 

She clears her throat, then snarls. 

SERAPHIMA (cont’d) 
YOUR END IS HERE, YOU 
GREEN-CLOAKED FIEND! 

Cæna gasps and waves his arms, shaking his head. 

CÆNA 
Wooooaaah, woah woah, hang on! 
Hang on! 

 
Seraphima stops snarling and tilts her head as Cæna holds 
up one end of the cloak. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) 

What? Are you talking about this 
green cloak? 

SERAPHIMA 
Yes! That one! You must be the 
mage that- 

 

CÆNA 
No. I’m not a mage. I’m a bard. 

Seraphima stares at him in confusion, then sits down 
again-shaking the ground-with a frown. 

 
SERAPHIMA 

Well, that doesn’t make sense. I 
was told to go after the 
green-cloaked man. 

CÆNA 
Why is this cloak even important? 

SERAPHIMA 
Well, way back when...actually, 
let me show you. 

 
She lifts her head and blows out thin streaks of fire, 
which shape themselves into small dragons. 

 
SERAPHIMA (V.O.) 

You see, Ostery was ruled by 
dragons before you humans ever 
came here. We kept to the forests 
mainly, only using our fire when 

(MORE) 
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SERAPHIMA (V.O.) (cont’d) 

the land needed to be 
replenished. But then... 

 
More flames come and form themselves into flame-people, 
who attack the dragons. 

 
SERAPHIMA (V.O.) (cont’d) 

The humans attacked us, wanting 
our land for themselves. They 
fought for years, until finally a 
truce was formed. 

 
The flames disperse and reform into one flame-person 
talking with a flame-dragon. They both nod, and other 
flame-people and dragons cheer. 

 
SERAPHIMA (V.O.) (cont’d) 

Their king made a deal with us; 
they would have a small city 
here, so they could claim the 
land as their own in name, but 
would leave us to the rest of our 
ancestral land. 

CÆNA (O.S.) 
(quietly) 

The Dragon Accords... 

The flames are now in two distinct groups: flame-people 
and flame-dragons. 

 

SERAPHIMA (V.O.) 
But then, after years of peace, a 
group of humans disobeyed the 
truce. They pushed forward and 
forced us out. 

A group of the flame-people charge toward the 
flame-dragons; at the front is a flame-person wrapped in a 
green flame-cloak. 

 

SERAPHIMA (V.O.) (cont’d) 
We were forced over to the 
Caverns, and sealed back by a 
powerful green-cloaked mage, the 
one who organized the massacre 
and attack on us. 

 
She blows a thin strand of blue fire, which forms itself 
into a dragon and flames an entire village before the 
whole thing disappears into smoke. 

 
SERAPHIMA 

But when the first red leaf of 
autumn came, we were freed! And 
now I’m the one destined to end 

(MORE) 
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SERAPHIMA (cont’d) 

the human’s reign and push them 
out. Starting with the one man 
still alive who has broken the 
covenant between dragons and 
humans: Tedran. 

 
CÆNA 

Tedran...of course! 

SERAPHIMA 
You know him? 

CÆNA 
He’s the one who sent me on my 
quest! He gave me this cloak! 
God, I knew I was being a 
distraction, but this...this 
is... 

 

SERAPHIMA 
So you don’t know where he is? 

Her tail flops around nervously, wrecking a small garden. 

SERAPHIMA (cont’d) 
Oh no...ohhh, that’s bad. I need 
to go back and tell them! 

CÆNA 
Wait, I was just at your den! 
There isn’t... 

EDRYS (O.S.) 
DON’T YOU HURT HIM, YOU OVERGROWN 
LIZARD! 

 
Both Cæna and Seraphima look up; Edrys, in all her 
blood-thirsty glory, is standing on top of the Village 
Hall. She runs forward with a loud cry. 

 
CÆNA 

Edrys, stop! 

She doesn’t stop. She launches herself off the roof, sword 
drawn, and slashes at Seraphima on the way down, catching 
her chin. Seraphima lets out a cry of pain and immediately 
starts breathing out fire in a panic. Edrys rolls onto the 
ground, and Cæna just barely grabs her before a fireball 
hits the ground. He pulls her behind a stone wall. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) 

What the hell was that, you 
psycho? 
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EDRYS 

Psycho? Okay, one, that is super 
rude. Second, I was saving your 
life. 

CÆNA 
You were not! I...god, how did 
you even get here? 

EDRYS 
Well- 

They both flinch as fire blasts over their heads. 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
Well, since you blew up at me, I 
went to stay at the Post. They’re 
actually really nice there and- 

CÆNA 
Edrys! Focus! 

EDRYS 
Well, everyone was getting 
excited because they saw a dragon 
fly by. I remembered your 
prophesy thing, and I knew you’d 
be dead if you tried to fight it. 
I used to study my dad’s maps 
when I got bored, so when they 
said what direction it was 
heading, I knew it had to be 
Feyren. 

CÆNA 
You know Feyren? Nobody knows 
Feyren! 

 

EDRYS 
It was the first established 
village outside of Cynghyll in 
Ostery, settled around seventy 
years ago. 

Cæna stares at her. She shrugs. 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
Dad said barony is ninety percent 
knowing your domain. 

CÆNA 
You...your dad is the Baron of 
Ostery. 

Edrys manages a weak smile. 
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EDRYS 

Told you I had friends in high 
places. 

Cæna stares at her a moment longer, then shakes his head. 

CÆNA 
Okay. Okay, fine. Dragons can 
talk, Tedran lied to the whole 
village, you’re a baroness 
apparently- 

EDRYS 
Technically just a lady. 

CÆNA 
Is this the time to correct me? 

He lets out a quick breath and shakes his head. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
So maybe it’s not so crazy that I 
can fix this. 

EDRYS 
Wha-Cæna! 

She starts to stand as Cæna gets up, but he pushes her 
down. 

 

CÆNA 
Stay here. I can handle this. 
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He lets out another breath, then carefully makes his way 
out from behind the wall. Seraphima is still freaking out 
and breathing fire all over; several thatched roofs are on 
fire or at least smoking. 

 
Cæna sneaks around the cottages, dodging the occasional 
fireball. He reaches Borden’s mead stall, and is able to 
climb the barrels outside of it onto the roof, putting him 
right above Seraphima’s tail. He takes a deep breath, then 
runs and jumps, just barely landing onto it. 

 
He takes a few seconds to balance, then slowly begins to 
climb up on her back as she thrashes around. He’s nearly 
thrown off once, but manages to keep his grip and continue 
until he’s at the base of her neck. 

 
He reaches both arms around and begins to rub her neck, 
humming and shushing her. She begins to calm down, and his 
humming grows more soothing until she finally stops 
thrashing and breathing fire. 
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CÆNA 

Feeling better? 

SERAPHIMA 
A-a little, yeah. 

CÆNA 
Are you really hurt? 

SERAPHIMA 
No, I’m fine. Just...kinda got a 
little freaked out. 

CÆNA 
That’s most people when they meet 
Edrys. But you’re okay. 

He resumes rubbing her neck and humming. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
(gently) 

You ready to talk instead of 
burning things? 

 
Seraphima nods. 

 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
All right. Let’s start properly. 
My name’s Cæna. The sharp gremlin 
over there is Edrys. 

SERAPHIMA 
I’m Seraphima. 

CÆNA 
Nice to meet you. Seraphima, I 
think we’ve been set up. 

SERAPHIMA 
What? What do you mean? 

CÆNA 
Your den is empty, just like my 
village. I was just there. 

SERAPHIMA 
What?! But...but they said 
there’d be celebrating when I got 
back! Unless...oh, god...I was a 
distraction... 

CÆNA 
I know, so was I. They had me go 
so they cou- 
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SERAPHIMA 

And my leaders had me go so they 
could stage an ambush! 

 

 
What? 

CÆNA 
 

SERAPHIMA 
I’m so stupid! There’s been talk 
of it for as long as I can 
remember. They want revenge on 
all the humans! 

CÆNA 
But if the village is 
travelling... 

SERAPHIMA 
Then they’re sitting ducks! We 
need to find them! 

CÆNA 
I don’t know where they’ve gone, 
though! 

 
He looks over at Edrys, who’s popped her head over the 
wall. 

 
CÆNA (cont’d) 

Edrys, do you know where they 
could have gone? 

 
She shrugs. 

EDRYS 
There’s ten roads out of Feyren! 
They could have gone anywhere in 
Ostery! 

ANNIS (O.S.) 
I know where they’ve gone. 

Cæna, Seraphima, and Edrys look over to Annis as she exits 
Tedran’s house. She looks up at them grimly as she holds 
up the map. 

 
ANNIS 

They’re going to Cynghyll. I saw 
the plans, but...for all my 
scribe work, I can’t read the 
map... 

Edrys vaults over the wall. 

EDRYS 
But I can! 
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She runs over and snatches the map from Annis, looking at 
it intently. 

 

EDRYS (cont’d) They’ve 
taken the old road; it’s due 
east. I can navigate us there! 

 

SERAPHIMA 
Then we need to go now! 

Cæna leans down, taking Annis’ hand. With Edrys’ help, 
she’s hoisted up in front of him. Cæna leans back down and 
takes Edrys’ hand, hoisting her up behind him. 

 
EDRYS 

So...we’re good now, yeah? This 
makes up for- 

CÆNA 
Edrys, not now. [to Seraphima] 
We’re all on! 

Seraphima lifts off, and they sail off into the sky. 

32 EXT. ROAD OUTSIDE OF CYNGHYLL - DAY. 32 

The villagers are still slowly making their exodus toward 
Cynghyll, with Tedran leading the way. 

 
TEDRAN 

Don’t worry, everyone! We’ll be 
there before nightfall! 

 
There’s a weary cheer from a few nearby villagers. Tedran 
gives them a winning smile, then glances up at the sky 
grimly. A loud roar, unmistakable this time, echoes 
through the trees. The villagers begin to panic. 

 
TEDRAN (cont’d) 

Everyone remain calm! We are 
safe! Just like before, it’s just 
a little- 

 
A large black dragon, TACITUS [400; commanding and 
terrifying], lands in front of them. The villagers scream 
and try to turn back, only for more dragons to land around 
them. Tedran is struck dumb, staring up at Tacitus as he 
growls at him. 

 

TACITUS 
At last, the liar is at hand. 

Tedran looks around frantically, then takes a breath and 
stands up tall to the dragon. 
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TEDRAN 
We will not be terrorized by you 
monsters, ward or no ward! 

 
He looks to the elders for support. They all make their 
way to the back of the group. Tacitus’ laugh rumbles out, 
shaking the trees. 

 

TACITUS 
So I see the Covenant-Breaker is 
nothing without support. 

 
He leans down, smirking as best a dragon could. Tedran 
blanches, then shakes his head. 

 
TEDRAN 

I-I know your stories. You’re 
looking for the green-cloaked 
mage that set up the ward. Well, 
he-- 

Tacitus laughs again. 

TACITUS 
Do you think we are so foolish as 
to think clothing is what we look 
for? 

 
He stomps towards the villagers, who bunch together in 
horror. He brings his head down to meet Tedran’s eyes. 

 
TACITUS (cont’d) 

I remember the fighting. I 
remember the ward. And I remember 
the face of the man who laughed 
as we were imprisoned. Cloak or 
no cloak, it is Tedran who 
shouted for us to remember his 
name. It is Tedran who broke the 
covenant. And because of Tedran, 
humanity shall fall. 

 
Tedran looks up in horror as Tacitus opens his mouth, 
building up a huge fireball. The villagers scream and 
brace for the worst. 

 

CÆNA & SERAPHIMA 
Stop! 

 

Tacitus and Tedran both look up. Seraphima descends, with 
Cæna, Edrys, and Annis still on her back. She takes a 
moment to let them step down, then snaps her jaws at 
Tacitus. 

 

SERAPHIMA 
Is this what my prophesy was 
about? Sending me away as a 
decoy? I could have been killed! 
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TACITUS 

Seraphima, now is not th- 

SERAPHIMA 
And then I find out that you’re 
just going to...just going to 
flambé all these people right 
here? 

 

TACITUS 
They’ve infiltrated our land. 
They’ve murdered our kind! 

SERAPHIMA 
I thought we were supposed to be 
better than them! 

 
The dragons surrounding the villagers look at each other 
with concern, and Tacitus is taken aback by the retort. 
Seraphima holds her head up. 

 
SERAPHIMA (cont’d) 

And besides, we know only one man 
here is really the guilty one. 

 
The attention turns to Tedran. He glances around, then 
turns to Cæna, standing stone-faced nearby, with a smile. 

 
TEDRAN 

Cæna, surely you can see that 
your time has come. After all, as 
our Chosen One- 

CÆNA 
Don’t you pull this. The 
prophesy’s fake. 

 
Tedran starts to sweat as gasps echo through the 
villagers. 

 
TEDRAN 

I-it certainly isn’t- 

CÆNA 
Liar! You thought I was useless, 
just like everyone else! But you 
tried to bolster me up with all 
this prophesy bull. Take my 
fabled cloak! The bard’s going to 
be the hero! Well, joke’s on you, 
I’m not a bard! 

 
Tedran’s expression falters for a moment, though he 
quickly regains his composure. 
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TEDRAN 
Well, you did go forth. 

CÆNA 
Because I wanted to believe I was 
worth something! I tricked myself 
into believing your lies, just 
like we all did! You violated the 
Dragon Accords, you forced them 
out of their homes and were 
pig-headed enough to try and stop 
them when they did the same to 
you! 

Tedran shakes his head. 

TEDRAN 
I knew it. I knew you would be 
too soft. The dragons have addled 
your mind with their false tales! 

Annis steps forward. 

ANNIS 
Everything he’s saying is true! 

She turns to look at the villagers, pulling out the paper 
with Tedran’s plan and waving it in the air. 

 
ANNIS (cont’d) 

He’s a wanted man! He did violate 
the Dragon Accords, and now all 
he wants is his own safety! I 
read his papers-he chose Cæna to 
be bait, and when he found me, he 
locked me in his wardrobe to be 
killed by the dragon! 

 
The villagers gasp, then angrily turn on Tedran. Cæna 
stands up tall. 

 

CÆNA 
Do you really want this charlatan 
leading you? 

 

 
No! 

VILLAGERS 
 

CÆNA 
Exactly! So what should we do? 

 

 
Kill him! 

VILLAGERS 
 

CÆNA 
What?! No, no! God, no! Calm 
down. We should just...put him in 
jail or something. 
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The villagers look at each other and shrug as a 
collective. 

 
Tedran is nearly shaking with rage. 

TEDRAN 
You ingrates. For years I’ve 
slaved for you all, keeping you 
safe from these monsters, 
allowing you peasants to follow 
your dreams even as it made us 
useless and weak! I was the one 
to establish this town, and by 
God, I WILL BE THE ONE TO END IT! 

 
Huge streams of flames erupt from his hands. The villagers 
scream, and the dragons begin to roar. Tedran focuses his 
frenzied eyes on Cæna, who stands frozen in fear. 

 
TEDRAN (cont’d) 

We’ll start with the Chosen One. 

He lets out a cry as he shoots the flames out. Cæna just 
manages to dodge away, the cloak catching on fire. He 
barely gets it off as the dragons’ all open their jaws, 
white-hot flames gathering in their mouths. 

 
All hell is about to break loose, but Tedran’s focus is 
still on Cæna. He begins to summon more flames, but 
abruptly lets out a loud cry and falls to the ground in 
obvious agony. All falls silent as Edrys, holding a 
bloodied blade, is revealed crouching behind him. She 
looks up, meeting Cæna’s eyes, and smiles with a shrug. 

 
EDRYS 

Hamstrings. They never see it 
coming, magic or not. 

 
She stands up and looks down at Tedran, giving him a 
little kick before looking up at Cæna again. 

 
EDRYS (cont’d) 

You said something about putting 
him in jail? 

33 EXT. LORD GAILLARD’S CASTLE - DAY. 33 

Tedran, handcuffed, bedraggled, and looking bitter, is 
sitting in the back of a cart escorted by six guards. He 
glares daggers toward a grand, grey, bastion of a castle 
as they pass it. On the green grounds just outside the 
castle walls, dragons and humans alike are gathered. LORD 
GAILLARD [47; lordly but friendly] stands at a large 
table, writing furiously. Finally, he holds up a piece of 
paper. 
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GAILLARD 
And so I, Lord Gaillard, 17th 
Baron of Ostery, decree that we 
shall evenly distribute the land 
between humans and dragons. All 
unauthorized land development 
will be punished with no less 
than twenty years imprisonment, 
and negotiations between parties 
shall always be a necessity! 

The crowd cheers, and the dragons roar. 

34 INT. LORD GAILLARD’S CASTLE - DAY 34 

A grand party is being thrown inside the palace to 
celebrate the New Dragon Accord. Cæna, now cleaned up, 
stands off to the side, taking in the revelry. 

 
GAILLARD 

Ah! Ostery’s hero! 

Gaillard waves as he makes his way over to Cæna, who bows 
his head respectfully. Gaillard shakes his head. 

 
GAILLARD (cont’d) 

None of that. Thanks to you, we 
avoided what could have been a 
nasty war. You’re a hero, you 
know. 

 

CÆNA 
Thank you, sir. Though...really, 
I’d like to just be a bard. 

GAILLARD 
You have more than met the 
requirements for that, young man. 
Why, I’ll get you a job with 
anyone you’d like! 

He winks and gives Cæna a nudge. 

GAILLARD (cont’d) Trust 
me, the nobles will be at each 
other’s throats to get their 
hands on you. 

 
A SERVANT appears at Gaillard’s elbow. 

SERVANT 
Sire, the dragon’s leader would 
like to see you. He wants to talk 
about boundaries. 
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GAILLARD 
Well, I suppose that was a given. 

He turns and give Cæna’s shoulder a pat. 

GAILLARD (cont’d) 
Regardless of where you go, 
Ostery will always be in debt to 
you, young man. 

 
Cæna smiles and nods. As Gaillard leaves, though, his eyes 
drift over to the musicians playing in the corner. He 
sighs, then yelps as someone punches his arm hard. 

 
CÆNA 

What the hell was that...wait, 
Edrys? 

Edrys gives him a little smile. She’s done up in all of 
her court finery, looking like a proper lady; in her 
non-punching hand, she holds a large wooden case. 

 
EDRYS 

Told you I had friends in high 
places. 

Cæna frowns slightly. 

CÆNA 
You know, I’m still not- 

EDRYS 
Later. 

She holds up the case and pulls it open. Inside is a 
beautifully carved wooden lute. 

 
EDRYS (cont’d)  

Figured you earned yourself some 
lute, Bardo. Get it? Because it 
sounds like... 

 
CÆNA 

I...I get it. 

Carefully, he pulls the lute out and looks it over. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
I-I can’t. 

EDRYS 
Hey, you’re hardly a bard if you 
don’t have an instrument. Now, 
when it comes to jobs, you’re 
gonna wanna go with Lord 
Acwellan. He- 

She’s cut off as Cæna abruptly hugs her. 
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CÆNA 

(full of emotion) 
Thank you. For...for everything. 
Really. 

 
Edrys looks up at him, then half-smiles and pushes him off 
of her. 

 

EDRYS 
You’re gonna wrinkle my collar. 
It takes forever to get that 
smooth, y’know. 

She smooths her collar down, looking away awkwardly. 

EDRYS (cont’d) 
And, uh, sorry for the whole 
’lying and terrorizing the 
countryside for fun’ thing. Guess 
I should stop that. 

 
Cæna laughs lightly. 

CÆNA 
I’m sure you could put your 
bloodthirst to better use. 
Wizard-exterminating, maybe. 

 
He absently begins tuning the lute. Edrys watches him, 
then gestures to the people around them. 

 
EDRYS 

So, um, yeah, any one of these 
guys is gonna want you. We could 
go around and interview with 
them. Like, I said, Lord Acwellan 
is gonna... 

Cæna shakes his head. Edrys frowns. 

EDRYS (cont’d)  
What? You’re a bard, you’re in 
high demand. That’s what you 
want, right? To settle down in a 
cushy job? 

 
Cæna sighs, looking down at his lute. 

CÆNA 
Y’know...after all of this, I 
think I’d rather travel. 

Edrys sends him a disbelieving look. 

CÆNA (cont’d) 
I mean, I survived dragons. I 
could’ve died! It...it seems like 

(MORE) 
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CÆNA (cont’d) 

a waste to just stay in one 
place. I could go and see all of 
Bealgren, find new songs...you 
know. That sort of thing. 

 
Edrys looks around, then shrugs. 

EDRYS 
Well...if you want to venture off 
into the unknown, you’re gonna 
need a bodyguard. I mean, I’ve 
seen you use a sword. You’ll be 
dead in two days. 

Cæna stops tuning and smiles. 

CÆNA 
Think your forest can fend for 
itself for a while, Highwayman of 
the South? 

Edrys gives him a big grin. 

EDRYS 
I’ll get my sword. 

35 EXT. FOREST - DAY. 36 

Cæna, lute slung over his shoulder, and Edrys, sword 
drawn, grin at each other before heading into the forest. 
As they walk, Cæna sings. 

 
CÆNA (V.O.) 

But a song pierces the darkness, 
a hope for us all 

 
Spring’s robin shall save us from 
destruction’s dark thrall. 

 
Born from the least of us, a 
gentle hero will rise 

 
So springs forth the Bard to 
answer the call. 

 

FADE TO BLACK. 

FIN. 
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